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The representative said he does plan
to seek public office again in the future
— possibly in 1981 — but he "does not
hold the philosophy of holding one office
and using it to jump to another."
Local policital observers have
speculated that Imes may enter the
race for Calloway County Judge-
Executive in the May 1981 primary but
he declined to comment on that
possibility.
• Two Calloway County residents,
Murray city attorney J. William
Phillips and long-time educator Freed
Curd, have already announced in-
-tentions to seek the Fifth District
representative seat. It includes all of
Callnway and tportion of Trigg.Count Y.
Imeiimula neither cpnfirm nor deny
rumors that he is in line for ap-
pointment to a statewide post or that
prospect figured in his decision.
"I plan to serve my term as
representative at least as long as the
legislature is in session," adding he
would 'rather not comment" now on
his political plans for the immediate
future.
Rep. Imes said he expects the special
legislative session to conclude the end
of next week. He predicted the House
and Senate would send Gdv.Julian
Carroll a bill placing a three to four
percent ceiling on property taxes.
The 31-year-old representative said
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Clear and very cold tonight,
lows from 2 below zero to 2 above
zero. Mostly sunny and continued
cold Thursday. Highs from the
upper teens to the low 20s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls for
cold temperatures and little or no
precipitation Friday through
Sunday. Highs through the period
will range from the mid 20s to
mid 30s,
theMurray Ledger Times





Fifth District State Representative
Kenneth C. Imes, D-Murray, an-
nounced that he will not seek re-election
to the post he assumed in 19'72.
Imes revealed his decision in a
telephone interview with The Murray
Ledger & limes late Tuesday_ lines predicted that most of the cuts
will be in the capital construction fund
and indicated he expects the proposed
new fieldhouse at Murray State
University to be one of the major items
affected by those cuts.
Design of the new fieldhouse was
promised by Gov. Carroll in May of 1977
but to date no further action has
materialized.
"I don't know
by any tax cuts adopted by the
legislature but added:
"I do not think education will be af-
fected in any way, certainly not teacher
salaries and classroom units."
right now if anybody
See IMES,
Page 12-A, Column 7
RED CROSS FUND DRIVE — The fund drive steering committee of the Calloway County chapter of the American
Red Cross gathered at the Holiday Inn Tuesday for a luncheon meeting to discuss the upcoming Red Cross fund
drive which will begin March 1. The drive will be a part of the observance of March as American Red Cross month.
Dr. Jack Rose, seated, second from left, is general fund drive chairman for 1979. Others pictured and their fund drive
appointments are, seated, left to right, Carole Hahn, publicity; Rose; Dr. Marshall Gordon, Murray State University
fund drive chairman; and Paul Kiesow, advanced gifts chairman. Standing, left to right, are Holmes Ellis, advanced
gift committee; lean Blankenship, Red Cross executive secretary; and Walter Apperson, civic organizations fund
drive chairman. Howard Steely, who will head the drive in rural Calloway County, was unable to attend the lun-
cheon. Staff Photo by Debbie N. Lee
Shooting Cases Going To Grand Jurors
Two shOOtjnI cases,. one stem:Ding,
from a recent altercation between an
elderly Murray husband and wife, are
expected to go to a Calloway County
Circuit Court Grand Jury that will be
picked Monday.
The February circuit court term
begins Monday with the selection of a
12-member grand jury to consider
criminal indictments.
Assistant Commonwealth Attorney
Mike Ward said trxiavgrand jurors will
probably consider 20-25 cases.
Ward said the case of William
Coomer, charged in the November,
1978, shooting the death of Lawrence
Spinks at a Murray trailer park will go
to grand jurors, along with the recent
case of William Cody Bray, Murray,
charged with assault in connection with
the shooting of his wife, Irene.
Ward said some cases may not lead to
grand jury indictments and some may
be sent back to the district court level.
Grand jury members are expected to
review cases Monday and Tuesday,
inspect public property Wednesday and
return criminal indictments in open
court Thursday, Ward said.
According to a list supplied by circuit
clerk Frances Shea, the following
persons were drawn from a jury wheel
in open court recently and are required
to report for jury duty Monday at 9 a.m.
Names drawn include: Frank L
Ryan, Murray, James Howard Frank,
Murray, Barbara Rose, Murray,
Hudson Smith, Route 3, Murray,
Sharon Ann Wells, Route 7, Murray,
Otis Beverly Brooks, Route 8, Murray,
Sam C. Calhoun, Murray, Joseph
Morris Baucum, Murray, Wilda Jo
Watson, Route 1, Murray, and Harold
Lane Wilkinson, Hazel.
Also, Charles David Yates, Murray,
Martha Stark Ellis, Murray, Sally Nell
Unspent Money Forecast At $37 Million
Crass, Route El. Murray, Darrell_ E.
Crawford, Murray, Edward Curd,
Hazel, Nancy Jo Cathy, Murray, Edna
Louise Jones, Murray, Cecelia
McDaniel Brock, Murray, Lanette
Underwood Hunt, Route 2, Murray,
Charles Edward Hale. Murray, Janice
P. Allbritten, Murray, Roy Cothran,
Gatesborough Subdivision, Cleatus S.
Colson, Murray, Clifton Howard
Cochran, Murray, Sarah Catherine
Ross, Murray, and Mary Ann Kurz,
Murray.
In addition, Ann Grogan Chrisman,
Route 4, Murray, John Henry Baker,
Murray, Kenneth Wayne Winters,
Murray, Daytha Dean Howell, Murray,
Patricia Lynn Barry, Murray, Judy
Shroat Mastera, Murray, Bryan
Russell Terhune, Murray, James
Martin Kline, Murray, Charles Kenneth,
Guthrie, Murray, Milton Edward
Walston, Route 8, Murray, Charles K.
Cochran, Murray, Sue Hale Carraway,
Route 4, Murray, Anna Ruth Harris,
Murray, Carolyn Harrison Adams,
Route 6, Murray and Kezzie Ann
Cantrell, Murray.
Further, Hugh Thomas Rushing,
Murray, Betty Crawford Purdom,
Murray, Franklin Edward Robinson,
Murray, Patricia Nell Brown, Route 6,
Murray, Buren Franklin Erwin, Route
1, Hazel, Patricia Dick, Wiswell Road,
Earl Ray Tabers, Murray, John H.
Trotter, M rJObflB,CVitt, Amite
1, Murray, William Paul Dailey, Hazel,
Aline Wilson McClure, Panarama
Shores, Rae Jean Crittenden, Doran
Road, Elwood Brown, Route 7, Murray,
Helga Keller, Murray and Jo Robertson
Elkins, Murray.
Some State Lawmakers Say They Want To
Use Extra Money To Offset Tax Cut Effects
By MARIA RRADEST
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
latest revenue forecasts indicate the
state will have $37.5 million in unspent
money by the end of the biennium in
1980, and some legislators want to use
the budget surplus to offset the effect of
proposed tax cuts.
But state Revenue Commissoner
Maurice Carpenter warned the Senate
Appropriations and Revenue Com-
mittee Tuesday that tax cuts enacted
during the special session could revise
the estimate downward.
He also said there is some risk in-
volved in next year's estimates because
of uncertainty surrounding the federal
budget and the future of coal production
in Kentucky.
The General Assembly is bound by
the official estimate if it decides to
offset proposed tax cuts with surplus
funds.
The Senate appears to be leaning in
that direction, trying to avoid program
reductions except as a last resort, but
the House is taking the approach that
Federal Grant Funds Renovation Of 
Hazel, Dexter Community Centers
Community Centers at Dexter and
Hazel will be undergoing major
renovations in the coming months.
As the result of a $18,506 Title V,
Administration on Aging grant
received through the Purchase Area
Development District, several im-
provements will be made at the
SIGNS CONTRACTS — Judge/Executive Robert 0. Miller signs contracts
for Administration on Aging grant to renovate the Dexter and Hazel Senior
Citizen Centers. Overseeing the signing were I. William "Bill" Phillips, left,
chairman of the Calloway County Senior Citizens Board, and Galen Thur-
man Ill, aging project director for Calloway County.
facilities, a county spokesman said
today.
Work at the Dexter Center will be
directed toward general structure
improvements and making the facility
more accessible to the handicapped
Included in the plan is the installment
of a new roof, storm windows and
doors, the widening of doorways to
allow for the entrance of wheelchairs,
the construction of an entrance ramp,
the installation of handrails in
restrooms, the lowering and insulation
of ceilings, and the fl insulation and
paneling of walls, the spokesman ex-
plained.
Renovations at the Hazel Community
Center will also be aimed at making the
facility more accessible to senior
citizens, and more energy efficient.
Included in irnprovemtris will be the
addition of a front entrance sidewalk,
the widening of access doors, the in-
stallation of a rear exit, a central heat
and air conditioning unit, the insulation
and lowering of ceilings, the studding
and installation of walls, and the ad-
dition of a water fountain which will be
accessible from wheelchairs.
The centers were among six located
in the Purchase Area receiving Title V
grants, the spokesman noted
state programs should be trimmed to
finance tax reductions — retaining
surplus funds as a cushion against
unexpected expenses.
The House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee was to continue its
effort today to prune agency programs
to finance proposed tax cuts.
Subcommittees have recommended
budget cuts ranging from less than 1
percent to more thari 3 percent.
The committee deferred action on
budget-trimming recommendations
Tuesday until all agency heads who
wished to do so could comment.
Chairman Joe Clarke, D-Danville, said
he hoped the budget bill could be
amended today and sent to the floor.
Among state officials appearing
before the committee Tuesday was
Harry Snyder, executive director of the
Kentucky Council on Higher Education.
Snyder told the committee that any
budget cuts — even 1 percent — "would
certainly delay and perhaps stymie the
ability of universities to raise to the
level of other institutions with respect
to academic programs."
Snyder said budget cuts would affect
the University of Louisville's takeover
of Louisville General Hospital and the
expansion of the neo-natal care center
at the University of Kentucky's medical
center.
"You have made the best argument
for our approach," Clarke said.
"You've played the Washington
monument game."
Clarke's reference was to the U.S.
Park Service gambit of closing the
famous landmark to tourists when
threatened with a budget cut.
"We're saying take 1 percent and





LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Officials
of the U.S. Department of Agriculture
may announce a plan this week that
would give dark-fired tobacco growers
higher prices for their leaf, according
to a spokesman for the growers.
Graves County farmer Forrest
Burchard is one of six dark-fired
tobacco producers from western
Kentucky and west Tennessee in
Washington this week to lobby for
higher prices. He said Tuesday that the
USDA announcement is expected this
week, probably Thursday.
Burchard, reached by telephone, said
USDA officials told Sen. Wendell Ford,
D-Ky., that the agency probably would
adopt a plan proposed by the growers,
including a cut in production quotas for
dark-fired tobacco.
He said he expected dark-fired
tobacco markets that closed down this
week to reopen Monday.
Burchard, along with other growers
from Murray and Hopkinsyille. in
Kentucky and Springfield and
Clarksville in Tennessee, went to
Washington to complain about low
prices this season.
The growers suspended sales of their
product because prices were right at
the support level of 80 in)15 .pents .a
pound, which they said was less than
their production costs.
Most of the nation's dark-fired
tobacco, used primarily for chewing
products and snuff in this .country, is
produced in the districts represented by
the farmers. About half the crop is
exported each year for use in foreign
smoking-tobacco blends.
Burchard cited over-production as
one reason for the low prices. He said
the plan the growers proposed, which
was presented to agriculture officials
by Ford, included:
—Reducing the acreage farmers are
permitted to grow.
—Strictly enforcing the quotas,
possibly with aerial inspections, rather
than just spot checking them as is done
now.
—Sending USDA personnel to





Homecoming activities will be held
Saturday, Feb. 17, at the Calloway
County high School with the graduates
of 1974-75 as the honored class.
The preliminary game will begin at
6:30 p.m. as the Junior Varsity plays St.
Mary s of Paducah, followed by the
crowning of the Calloway High School
Basketball Queen for 1979. The Varsity
game will feature the Laker Boys and
St. Mary's Boys.
The class history of the 1974-75 Laker
class will be presented during the
halftime of the varsity game, and a
hospitality room will be open for the
1974-75 graduates, spouses, and
teachers.
All members of the 1974-75 class are
requested to register at the door, and
they will be admitted ,to the activities
free of charge, school officialssaid.
Following the basketball games a
dance will be held from 10:15 p.m. to 12
midnight for students of Calloway High
and graduates of 1974-75 and spouses.
Music for the dance will be provided by
Dennis Crawfords' Sound Products.
Carter, Teng, In king Pacts
By ROBERT B. CULLEN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) --China's Teng
Hsiao-ping met with President Carter's
Cabinet and then went sightseeing
today before joining Carter in signing
the first new Chinese-American
agreements on scientific and cultural
exchanges.
The vice premier also was receiving
a new friend, former President Richard
M Nixon, at Blair House, the
presidential guest house where Teng
his been staying since Sunday.
like millions of American and
foreign tourists before him. Teng was
visiting the National Air and Space
Museum and the Lincoln Memorial
before the closed session with Nixon,
which Teng is understood to have
requested.
Nixon, whom Teng first met Monday
night, opened the way toward full
diplomatic relations between the
United States and China with his
historic trip to , Peking nearly seven
years ago.
In a s#eech Tuesday night that might
not have pleased his U.S. hosts, Teng
accused the Soviet Union of "the
zealous pushing of a global strategy for
world domination" that was bound to
increase the danger "of a new world
War...
Speaking at a reception sponsored by
the Foreign Policy Association at the
National Gallery of Art, the Chinese
leader said: "We are firmly against a
new world war. One of the objectives of
China's foreign policy is to delay the
outbreak."
Carter administration -officials
clearly had hoped Teng would not use
his Washington *it -- the first by a
leader of the People's Republic of China
as a forum for an anti-Soviet cam-
paign. With the United States close to
final agreement with the Russians on a
new strategic arms limitation
agreement. Carter is eager to pursue a
balanced course in U.S. relations with 4
. the Soviet Union and China.
The agreements Teng and Carter
were to sign in a brief late afternoon
ceremony at the White House were
described in advance as covering
science and technology, cultural ex-
changes and the establishment of
consulates in each other's country.
While the pacts were the only formal
new ties resulting from Teng's visit, his
trip to Capitol Hill Tuesday apparently
left many congressmen impressed.
possibly easing the way for the
legislative package proposed by the
Carter administration as part of its
normalization of relations with China
"Overall, he made a good im-
pression," said Sen. Paul Laxalt, R-
Nev., a leader of conservative
Republicans opposed to the ad-
ministration's move.
"He was cool, calm and sell
possessed," said Sen. Henry Jackson,
D-Wash.
And Sen Jacob Javits, R-N.Y.,
See TENG,
Page 12-A, Column 5





son of Mr. and Mrs. Ewing
Stubblefield, Hazel Route 2,
has been placed on the
President's List at Freed-
Hardeman College for the fall
semester, 1978.
Stubblefield, is a sophomore
at F-HC. In order to be eligible
for the President's List, a
student must earn a 3.30 or
above grade point average
i based on the 4.00 scale).
Offering baccalaureate
majors in 30 areas, the college
is accredited by the Souther!.
Association of Colleges and
Schools. Large enough to
provide quality education and
small enough to provide in-
dividual attention, Freed-
Hardeman has an FTE




senior Christian college, along
with its predecessor in-
stitutions has completed
nearly a century of service in
higher education.
anans






DEAR ABBY: We work with anattractive woman who is
in her early 50s. She was born in England and has lived in
the U.S. for 30 years.
Three years ago she started working in this office, and
because of her English accent we were all charmed by her.
But lately she has begun to irritate us because she never
loses an opportunity to put down this country. (According to
her, everything is better in England!)
She has never bothered to become an American citizen.
Do you think a person who is not a citizen of this country has
the right to criticize it?
JUST ASKING
DEAR JUST: Yes, freedom of speech gives her the right
to criticize. But as a resident alien who has lived on the
American economy for 30 years, she shows peer taste in
exercising that right. Basically, she is a guest of Uarie Sam,
----Mtagnitguest does not criticize her host.  
•
DRAB ABBY: My problem is the woman my hoaband
used to see before he married me. She keeps sending Arthur
"miss you" cards. birthday telegrams. Christmas cards, etc.,
to remind him that she's still around. These reminders are
sent to our home and signed, "with love."
Arthur makes no effort tq hide them. He jus.t drops them
in the wastebasket, and I find them when I empty the trash.
I hal.4e begg0 him to ring up this woman and tell her to
ples'.se leave alone, but he won't do it. He says he has
never done anything to encourage her. I believe him, but
don't you think if Arthur really cared about my feelings he
would do something to put a stop to all this? _ _
I am 53 and Arthur is 62, and this is the second marriage
for both of us.
JEALOUS IN JOPLIN
DEAR JEALOUS: If you're wise, you'll stop begging
yokr husband to ring up his old flame for any reason. By
ignoring her he is discouraging her in the best possible way.
She probably never enters his mind until you bring her up.
DEAR ABBY: Ever since I can remember, my husband
has given me $100 in cash and told me to buy myself a
Christmas present. It's been all right with me because Alex
hates to shop. Besides, his taste is so lousy that whenever
he'd buy me something I'd have to exchange it for something
else.
Well, for the last three Christmases Alex has given me
the usual cash gift, then a week later he'd ask to "borrow" it
until after the first of the year -and that was the last I saw
of my "present."
Some present, huh? Any suggestions?,
GIFTLESS
DEAR GIFTLESS: Yes. As soon as you get the cash,
: either spend it or bank it.
  CONPIDEN14A1-TO--0:4N HOLLYWOOD, FLA+ -A-
; man who joins his wife IN getting mad at a whole family
because his wife had an argument with one of its members,
$: shows his stupidity -not his loyalty.
The teen years are the questioning years. Abby has the
answers to all your questions in her booklet, "What
. Teenagers Want to Know." Enclose $1 and a long, stamped
128 centsl, sell-addressed envelope.
w  •• • .•. w
•••••••4•O••••
tonite's movies
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FACULTY RECITAL - Pianist Marie Taylor and violinist Robert Gillespie, members of
the musk faculty at Murray State University, will present a recital in the Farrell Recital
Hall of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center at 8:15 n.m. Thursday. Feb. 1. Selections on their
program are "Sonata in G Major, K. 301" by Mozart, "Caprice No. 16, Op. 1" and "Ca-
pnce No. 13, Op. 1" by Niccolo Paganini, "Vier Stucke, Op. 7" by Anton Webern, and
"Sonata in A Major, Op. 13" by Gabriel Faure. Mrs. Taylor has been on the faculty since
1969, while Gillespie began teaching on the campus in 1978.
Pread ForT World Group To
I.
ear rs. Graves Speak
Mrs: W. B. Graves will be
the guest leader at the Bread
for the World Chapter meeting
on Thursday Feb. 1, at 7:30
p.m. at the Educational
Building library of the First
Christian Church, Ill North
Fifth Street, just off the court
square.
Mrs. Graves will review a
chapter from the book "Rich
Christians in an Age of
Hunger" by Ronald J. Sider.
Mrs. Margaret Porter, ad
hoc chairman of the chapter
will review proposed plans for
the spring including a
nationwide offering of letters
to the United States Congress
appealing to them to reform
the U.S. Foreign aid programs
in ways that enable more
people to work their way out of
hunger and poverty in the
world.




believes that the clear out-
come of U.S. foreign aid
programs should be greater
self-reliance of poor countries
and their people and not
greater dependency on the
United states-;- that food for
development become the
central purpose of U.S. food
aid, so that all such aid istied
to agreements ensuring that
aid-receiving countries
produce more of their own
food; and that food and
economic aid be placed in a
single independent
development agency with an
administrator directly
responsible to the president of
the United States," Mrs.
Porter said.
"This organization is a
Christian citizens movement
that seeks government
policies that address the basic
causes of hunger. liread for
the World does not distribute
food, but believes that this is
best done through your own
church or church related
agency. The group hopes to
compliment what the various
national church bodies are
already doing not in anyway to
duplicate their efforts," said
the ad hoc chairman.
Bread for the World
nationally is governed by a 35
member board of Directors
including Senator Mark
Hatfield, Mary Luke Tobin of
Church Women United,
Norman E. Borlaug, Nobel
prize recipient for his work in
agriculture, Evangelist Tom
Skinner, Eugene Carson
Blake, and Thomas J.
Gumbleton, auxiliary bishop
of Detroit.
The public is invited to
attend the meeting, Mrs.
Porter said.
10 HOSPITAL NEWS
Odom, Baby Boy (Myrna),-
Rt. 4, Benton, Haley, Baby
Boy (Janna), Rt. 1 Bx. 3,
Almo.
Dismissals
Jason R. Almand, 1510
Clayshire, Murray, Mrs.
Norma L. Wilkins Rt. 6, Bx.
174-A, Murray, Barbara A.
Robertson, Rt. 2 Bx. 25,
Murray, Mrs. Opal N.
Galloway, Bx. 32, Kirksey,
David W. Frank, 1505 W.
Main, Murray, Mrs. Dora
Barnett, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Norma J. Reed and Baby Boy,
Rt. 1, Bx. 663, Hardin, Lee Ann
Boone, Rt. 7 Bx. 5, Murray,
Alfred C. Cunningham, 1105
Sycamore, Murray, Mrs. Lois
H. Norwood, Rt. 1 Bx. 716,
Hardin, Mrs. Dorothy J.
Morton, Rt. 1, Hazel, Willis N.
Bucy, 802 Bagwell, Murray,
Henry N. Edwards, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Myrtie B.
Shoemaker, Rt. 4 Bx. 740,
Murray, William E. Perry





Rodgers, Baby Girl (Linda),
Rt. ,l, Water Valley, Evans,
Baby Girl (Lynda), Rt. 4 Bx.
287, Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Sara A. Robertson, Rt.
2, Bx. 155, Paris,- Tenn., Mrs:
Manuella T. Fisher, Rt. 2 Si.
133, Buchanan. Tenn.. Mrs.
Gabe Ann Thompson, Rt. 6
Bs. 327, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Mayre R. Briggs, Rt. 4, Bx. 51,
Murray, Mrs. Ealine
Braletton,' No. 6 Bouridbrook
Dr., Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Edna
Wozard, Cr. '188 New-Concord,
Mrs. Novella C. Veal, Rt. 1 Bx.
c
Morris, Rt. 3, Bx. 130, Murray,







Mrs. Rebecca T. Hudson
and Baby Boy, P. O. Bx. 297,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Nancy
S. Duncan and Baby Girl, Rt.
1, Dexter, Mary N: Haley, 705
Ftplar, Murray, Mrs. Janice
Compton, Rt. 2 Bx. 149-A,
Murray, James H. Nix, 1108 S.
16th, Murray, Albert L. West,
Rt. 7 Bx. 500, Murray, Billy
Henson, Rt. 4, Benton, Mrs.
Nancy M. Smiley, Rt. 2, Bx.
57, Benton, Mrs. Velma
Paschall, Rt. 7 Bx. 669,
Murray, Thomas E. Goode,
1407 Stadium View Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Jackie G.
Arnett, 605 W. Lee, Mayfield,
Mrs. Gertha Jones, 720 Nash,
Murray, Mary W. Hartsfield,
505 Poplar, Murray, Misti S.
Collins, Rt. 3 Bx. 212, Benton,
Noah Paschall, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Thomas C. Scruggs, 110 Doran
Rd., Murray, Mrs. Jeanie M.
Pulley, Rt. 3, Mayfield,
Tremon Smith, Rt. 1 Bx. 239,
Murray, Mrs. Mary E.
Townley, P.O. Bx. 86, Far-
mington, Mrs. Eva Ross, Rt.
1, Kirksey, John Jewell, 1510
Johnson Blvd., Murray, Mrs.
Clovis Baker, 519 VVhitnell,
Murray, Lilbern Crowell, 303








(Christine), Rt. 1, Far-
mington, Drake, Baby Boy
(Ladonna ), Rt. 5, Mayfield.-
Dismissals
Bx. 112, Murray, William G.
Ross, 1608 Locust, Murray,
Mrs. Phyllis Freeze, No. 1
Orchard Heights, Murray
Mrs. Joyce M. Sullivan, Rt. 2,
Mayfield, Anthony H.
Rutledge, 308 S. 10th, Murray,
Mrs. Patricia. A. Swift, 1303
Story, Murray, Mrs. Cathy J.
Houston, Rt. 1 Bx. 261, Paris,
Tenn., Stanley W. Gravett,
Bx. 37, Symsonia, Catherine
A. Holbrook, Rt. 5, Bx.,405,
Murray, Connie Lyell, 216 N.
8th, Mayfield, Catherine A.
Martin, Rt. 3, Bx. 413, Murray,
Mrs. Rosemary Todd, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Charles C. Barnett,
605 Sycamore, Murray, Acie
C. Smith, 319 N. 5th, Murray,
George T. Robinson, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Terry L. Ray, 701 N.
18th, Murray, Rupert C.
Pittman, CR Bx. 33, New
Concord, Harlon Black, Rt. 1,
Bx. 244, Farmington.
Special Marriage
Of Mark And Ray
Goodman Working
LOS ANGELES (AP) -
After a year of marriage, 21-
year-old MErk Goodman says
his parents are "learning to
accept the situation" and
getting used to his new bride
- his 78-year-old stepgran-
dmother, Ray. A year ago
today, Goodman married Ray
Goodman - a former chorus
girl and his father's widowed
stepmother. "It's been one
exciting year," Goodman said
Sunday. "No regrets, that's
for sure."
Goodman likes to play down
the importance of age in their
relationship. "We love each
other. We're happy. That's
what counts, isn't it"
fit HEALTH
Good shoes aid feet
DEAR DR. LAMB - Re-
cently I experienced severe
pains in my right foot. After
that, my right heel was very
sensitive to step on.
My doctor says it is a spur
on my right heel and if he
operates on it, the spur will
return. He says this was
caused by a foot injury. Can
you give me some advice on
this condition?
DEAR READER - Many
good doctors do not like to
operate on heel spurs. Why?
Because frequently it isn't
the real cause for the symp-
toms.
What is a heel spur? It's
just a bony growth that may
develop on the bottom of the
heavy heel bone or at the
back of the heel bone. The
one that people associate
with trouble in walking is
one on the bottom of the
heel.
The spur, however, usu-
ally develops in relationship
to an injury. The ligaments
and muscles that stretch
lengthwiae across the arch
of your foot attach at this
bony part of your heel.
Whenever they are pulled on
excessively, they may cause
a localized try. The in-
itry invoIves muscle and
tendon area of the heel.
That's why it may swell and
sometimes get red.
The pain and swelling may
occur when the tendons and
tissue are injured in this
area even if there isn't a heel
spur. Also, you can have a
heel spur that develops for
other reasons that are not
associated with any injury.
In these instances, the X-ray
evidence of the heel spur is
not associated with any
symptoms.
The bottom line is that you
can have a heel spur without
symptoms or you can have
symptoms of heel path and
not have a heel spur. This is
the basic. reason why many
doctors qiiisfititiether the
heel spur itself has anything




FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov.
Julian • M. Carroll has
designated February
American History Month and
has urged all organizations
and schools to emphasize the
study of American History
throughout the celebration
period.
Carroll said in his
proclamation that a review of
our history may provide in-
spiration for Kentuckians to
emulate their forebears, who
believed their actions would
create a better world for
themselves and those who
would follow. Children should
be encouraged to study our





high nowadays that mobile
homes make up about 16
percent of new one-family
dwellings, according to the
National Georgraphic Society.
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D
patients experience.
Since the pain in the heels
of many patients is often
associated with injury to the
soft tissues and not the bone,
appropriate treatment is di-
rected toward the soft tis-
sue. You do this by decreas-
ing the strain on the arch,
ligaments, tendons and
other structures that attach
to the bottom of the foot.
One classic way, of
course, would be just to stay
off your foot entirely. The
absence of weight bearing
will remove the strain on the
foot and the pain will gradu-
ally disappear. The practi-
cal disadvantage here is that
it is not good for a person to
be that inactive and off his
feet all the time.
In addition to resting the
foot as much as possible,
doctors sometimes change
the weight bearing on the
foot. This may be done by
rotating the foot so you walk
on its outer edge. A wedge
underneath the inner aspect
of the foot may be placed so
as to displace the weight to
the outside of the foot. This
removes the strain across
the arch.
The foot is sometimes
tapedto induce this, as well.
n such measures suc-
ceed in chan&ing the way the
weight bearing is done on
the foot, it may. lead to
reduction or elimination of
symptoms. .
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 11-10,
Common Foot Problems:
What To Do About Them.
Other readers who want this
issue can send 50 cents with
a long, stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
Many of the disorders peo-
ple have, including pain in
the heel that is sometimes
thought to be associated
with a heel spur, are really
related to wearing poor
shoes. Proper r footwear is a
good way to ensure contin-




A fifteen minute facelift
without surgery. M. J. Saffon,
a Hollywood beauty expert for
over 20 years, has developed a
series of five exercises taking
fifteen minutes that, he says,
can restore muscle tone and
stimulate circulation,




firms and fills facial contours
appears, prior., to its
publication in book form, in
the Feb. 20 Family Circle.
From the basic program
outlined in Family Circle,
here's the routine for
tightening a double chin.
Cream neck and place
fingertips of the right hand at
the base of the neck, directly
under the chinline where the
neck meets the shoulders.
Using a circular motion move
fingers to the right and up-
ward until they are under the
right ear. Repeat five times.
Then use the same technique
on the left side. Nextrplace the
back of the fingers, knuckles
together, under the chin and
draw up to the ear lobes ten
times. •
- Until muscles are toned'
properly, repeat exercise
daily or twice daily. Once tone
is achieved, a maintenance
program of every other day is
sufficient.
JEWELRY
FREE Gift With Purchase
A Heart Stickpen with the purchase
of any Heart Necklace in the 1928
Heart Collection.









Pagliai's Pizza and Italian Restaurant
Italian Spaghetti
Special
With Garlic Bread and ' 2 price on
Combination Salad (with meal)
:
Super Special For Kids
Spaghetti and Salad
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
Includes as Always
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good

























































































































net cOM MUNI TY
Mg-':* CALF NDAR
Wednesday, January 31
Murray State Women will
play Morehead in a basketball
game at the Murray State
Sports Arena at 7 p.m.
Admission is free.
Murray Baseball
Association will hold an
organizational meeting at the
Calloway County High School
at 5:30 p.m.
Thursday, February 1
Legion of Mary of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at
1:30 p.m. at the rectory.
Knights-of Columbus of St.
Lee% Catholic Church will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Gleason
Hall. This will be a council
meeting and all new mempers
are especially invited.
Garden Department,
Murray Woman's Club, will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at the club
house with Dr. Durwood
Beatty as speaker.
Bread For World meeting
will be held at the First
Christian _Church at ,7_;a0
Special luncheon will be at
the Calloway County Public
Library at 12 noon with the
program to be on "Spoon
River Anthology." Reser-
vations for the luncheon may
be made through Jan. 31.
Thursday, February 1
Murray Women of the
Moose are scheduled to meet
at the lodge hall, North 16th
Street, at 8 p.m.
An invitational exhibition in
drawing, painting and- -3----
dimenaional will be on display
at the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State, through Feb. '6. This is
free and open to the public.
Exhibits in ceramics by
Jack Goodwin, Roanoke, Va.,
and in graphic design ty Tony
Beard, Louisville, will be on
display at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State, through Feb. 7.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For in-
formation persons may call
753-0929.
Murray Civitan Club will
community ministers at
meeting at the Seven Seas
*Restaurant. Sam Parker will
,. -be the speaker.
Life and Learning course on
.Beginning Marathon Running
with Dr. Adam Lanning as
ilpstructor will begin at the









Xi Alpha Delta t'hapter of
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
to meet at the Ellis Center at
7:30 p.m.
Murray State will play a
basketball game with
Louisiana Tech at 7:30 p.m. at
the MSU Fieldhouse.
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees are
scheduled to meet at 5:30 p.m.
at the library.
North Calloway Elementary
School Parent-Teacher Club is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the school with Joanna Adams
as speaker on the "Lun-
chroom Program."
Nondenominational Bible
Study will be held in Room 205,
Roy Stewart Stadium, Murray
State University, at 7:30 p.m.
Persons are asked to bring
their Bibles.
Faculty recital by Marie
Taylor, piano, and Robert
Gillespie, violin, will be at 11: 15
p.m. in the Farrell Recital





be at 7:30 p.m. at the Aurora
Christian Church, located just
off Highway 68 at Aurora. The
young people at Aurora
Church will present a musical,
"Down By The Creekbank,"
and refreshments will be
served.
-- --
Golden Age ' Club is
scheduled to meet at 12 noon
at the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church.
Jerry Perkins, music
faculty member at Middle
Tennessee State University,
Murfrees! 2, will present a
guest pianiNiTital at 8:15
p.m. in FarreNtecital Hall,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. This is free
and open to the public.
Friday, February 2
Law Seminar for West
Kentucky Attorneys will open•
today at the Kentucky Dam
Village State Park. This is co-
sponsored by Murray State
University and the University
of Louisville.
Conference for bivocational
pastors (those doing secular
work and pastoring a church)
will be at Jonathan Creek
Baptist Assembly starting at 6
p.m.
Saturday, February 3
An American Quarter Horse
Association Show featuring
halter, performance and
roping classes will be at West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Farm Road, starting at 9 a.m.
This is sponsored by MSU
Horsemanship Club and ad-
mission will be $1 per person.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons
















Square and round dancing
will be held at Woodmen of the
World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Al-Anon will meet
at 8 p.m. at Carman Payillion,
College Farm Road. This is a
support group for families and
friends of alcoholics. For
information call 437-4229.
Second day of conference
for bivocatiorial pastors will
be at Jonathan Creek Baptist
Assembly.
Sunday, February 4
Mr. and Mrs. Osro But-
terworth will be honored on
their 50th wedding an-
niversary with a reception
from 2 to 4 p.m. at the Com-
munity Room of the North
Branch of the Peoples Bank.
The family requests that
guests not bring gifts.
Second day of American
Quarter Horse Association
Show will open at 9 a.m. at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center, College
Farm Road. Admission is $1
per person.
Recital by Bonnie Stock-
dale, Camden, Tenn., will be
at 2 p.m. at the recital Hall,
Fine Arts Annex, Murray
State University.
Vocal Quartet with piano
duet from Southern Illinois
University, Carbondale, Ill.,
will present a recital at 3:30
p.m. at the Farrell Recital





Associated Press Food Editor
LUNCHEON FARE




The classic recipe but with
the calories cut.
1/4 cup mayonnaise
Va cup plain yogurt
I% cups diced (¼ inch)
unpeeled red apple





Whisk together the may-
onnaise and yogurt just enough
to blend. Fold in the apple,
celery and salt. Spoon into let-
tuce cups; sprinkle with the
walnuts. Makes 4 servings.
Walker-Orr
Vows Read
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Walker of Murray Route 2 announce
the marriage of their oldest daughter, Doane Kay, to JoeBeal Orr, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Orr of Murray Route?.
The vows were solemnized on Saturday, Jan. 27.
The bride is the granddaughter of Air. and Mrs. Lowell
Walker of Dexter Route I and Mrs. Lucille Billington of
Murray and the late Jimmy Billington.
Mr. Orr is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Prent
McReynolds and the late Mr. and Mrs. Commodore Orr.
The new Mrs. Orr 111 senior at Calloway County High
School and is presently employed at the Peoples Bank of
Murray
The groom, a freshman at Murray State University, is
presently employed at IG A of Murray.
Phillips Speaks At
Chapter Meet Of ---61
Federal Employees 1*
Librarian Speaks For Home
Department; Memorial Given
Mrs. Margaret Trevathan,
librarian of the Calloway
County Public Library, spoke
on "What's New At Your
Library" at the meeting of the
J. Bill Phillips was the
speaker at the meeting of the
local chapter of the National
Association of Retired
Federal Employees held on
of Law at Madisonville.
The speaker was introduced
by Gene Tarry, program
chairman.
Robert Douglas, president,
presided and announced that




Announcement was made of
the joint meeting of the
members and associates at
the Colonial House
Smorgasbord on Friday, Feb.
23. This will be a noon lun-
cheon.
Those attending the
January meeting were Robert
Douglas, Van Valentine, Max
_Burt, Loyd Boyd, Lester
Nanny, Lester Garland, Glen
Hicks, M. C. Henry, Theron
Riley, - William thinston;
Lowell Palmer, Gus Rober-
tson, Sr., Herbert , Boyd,
Homer Miller, Mable Rogers,
Hillard Rogers, Lee W. Fox,
Kenneth Grogan, C. O. Bon-
durant, Lyndel Bagley, Gene
Tarry, Norman Klapp, and
Mr. Phillips, speaker.
_ J. Bill Phillips
-Guest Speaker
Friday, Jan. 26, in the
executive room of the
Woodmen of the World
Building.
The speaker, a local at-
torney, spoke on the topic of
"Wills, Estates, and Trusts."
He discussed the importance
of wills and their effects on the
survivors, and also explained
the tax and inheritance
problems that could arise
when a person dies intestate.
Phillips is the chairman of
the Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens and represents
the City and County on the
Aging Committee of the
Purchase Area Development
District. He participated in a
recent seminar on the Federal
Tax Reform Act, Estate and
Gift Taxes, conducted by the







tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Not everyone you meet
today will like you. Some will
and some won't. Be yourself at
all times and let the chips fall
where they may.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20)
Behind the scenes
discussions could lead to
career benefits. Be patient
with children who may in-
terfere with your need for
privacy.
GEMINI
,May 21 to June 20> nar.
A frenzy of social activity
keeps you happy and on the
go, but don't overlook a
responsibility at home. Duty
before pleasure.
CANCER
June 21 to July 22
Though there may be a
delay or a financial tran-
saction, the overall picture
favors business and financial
progress. Make the most of it.
LEO
1July 23 to Aug. 22)
Don't let worry about money
keep you from making travel
plans. Find a spot that is
within your budget, yet ap-
peals to your imagination.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22> nr
Pay no heed to a haughty co-
Worker who won't
acknowledge the fact that
you're doing a good job.
Consult With a partner on
finances.
LIBRA
...(Sept. 23 to Oct. n) -
Romance goes well,
providing you don't withdraw
into yourself or insist on your
own way. Those who com-
municate should have no
problems •
SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 10,45°
-4411 can accoinlirish much
today, either at work or about




(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )(AN
Creative work should go
well now. Resist the temp-
tation to show incomplete
work to those who might not
appreciate your efforts.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22-to Jan. 19) V
Get your house in order by
purchasing essential
household items and doing
necessary cleaning. Later, let
intuition be your guide.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Write letters, make im-
portant phone calls, and plan
social get-togethers on this
day when you're able to ex-
press yourself well.
P LS C ES
! Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Keep your eyes open for
financial bargains at out-of-
the-way places. Bey a gift for
a shut-in, and avoid worry
about a close one.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
natural leader and do not
belong in a subordinate
position. Talented in many
fields, you can succeed in
science, music, writing,
politics, medicine, and acting.
A true individualist with a
sense of social justice, you'd
make a fine government
leader. Learn not to take
yourself so seriously. You
need a sense of humor to keep
you from being too selfish or
self-concerned. In business.
you can succeed in real estate,
and publishing, but are more
likely to gravitate to the arts
and professions Birthdate of
Clark Gable, actor; Langston
Hughes, poet; and S..1
Pnrelrnan, writer.
Artichokes have a nutty flavor







Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held on
Thursday, Jan. 18, at 2 p.m. at
the club house.
The librarian's main topic
“
Emottonall
MADISON, Wis. (AP) - A
researcher at the University
of Wistonsin-Madison says
nearly half of the married




Fitzpatrick of the com-
munication arts department
says interviews with some
2,000 persons indicated nearly
all marriages fall into one Of
four categories: --
- Tradi(ional, in witich
people .enjoy having' a telt--
panion and sharing their time
with someone else.
- Separate, with husband
and wife emotionally divor-
ced, not much togetherness
and a sense of coldness.
- Independent, with
couples who fight, a good deal
of sharing, and both partners
having many friends.
- A combination, in which
the husband is separate and
the wife is traditional. In this
case, the wife's perception of
the marriage is one with a
great deal of sharing and
openness, while the husband
views the marriage with
disinterest, -according to Miss
Fitzpatrick.
"People go through
was the over 60 tapes that she
and others have obtained
through personal interviews
with persons connected with
or involved in the history of
Cittlloway County.
Mrs. Trevathan spoke of the
workings of getting the in-
formation and its future value.
She used excerpts from
several tapes to illustrate the
sincerity of the person being
Interviewed and to show
subjects covered. All of these
tapes are available at the
library. She also had several
books that cover Kentucky
history.
A memorial for member,
Mrs. Bryan Tolley, who died
in late December was
presented by Mrs. Carl
Harrison. A former member,
Mrs. Bun Swann, died Jan. 7
and she was included in the
silent prayer period which
was concluded with all present
repeating The Lord's Prayer.
The department chairman,
y Divorced"
phases," she says. "You
probably don't start out as
separates. There has to be a
transition phase which leads
to a change - like the birth of
a child."
Mrs. Fil Boston, presided and
reminded members of the
Sewing Contest to be held in
March. Contestants are to be
invited to the department's
luncheon on March 15 to model
their entries.
Finance committee
members had bottles of
Magic, a concentrated
cleaner, for sale as a fund
raising project. This is the
same as their old Civic Pride
that members sold previously.
A devotion on books was
given by Mrs. William Major.
Hot chocolate and
homemade cookies were
served to 20 members by the
hostesses-Mrs. Albert Crider,
Mrs. Tip Doran, Mrs. Melvin
Henley, and Mrs. Kerby
Jennings.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Willie Ann Taylor.of Murray




Mrs. Johnny Robbins of
Murray has been dismissed
from the Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
CORRECTION
In the announcement of the engagement and approachingmarriage of Miss Judy Ann Brown, daughter of Mrs. Bar-bara Nell Brown of Mayfield Route 5 and the late Carl DennisBrown, to Randy Herndon, -son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E.Herndon of Murray Route 6, the name of Barbara Nell Brownwas used instead of Judy Ann Brown in the cutline under the--picture and story published in The Murray Ledger & Timeson Tuesdijy, •
7
WIFIE Irtne ifli"111 or* tr-k•st elk-a
We are pleased w an-
nounce thal Donna Walker,
bride of Joe Beal Orr,
has selected her pottery.
flatware and crystal from
our complete bridal registry.
Donna and Joe were












plus $1.77 federal excise tax each.








 *fa SSI I.Lt. 4A111•40
It's designed to need no
more water! Housed in a--
tough polypropylene case.






-GET AwAy 42-exchange.pciona -
Cold Crank Reg. sideT/00 Amps Price Price
nr, 72 300  44.70  30.70 
34.94E74 380 44.70 30.70





Our Get Away 42 is maintenance free.
Regularly $44.70
$307°
Wards tratteries start at 19.95 exch. Exchange All Types
Oil, lube, Filter
$899
Includes Up To 5 Quarts
lOW 40 Major Brand Oil
Installed free.
WA•




OGETTER 190-ezt henge price,
1)i)e 
cow ( rank Reg Sale
Amps Price Price
nF n 300 58.70 4270
24, 24F, 74 47S 56.70 42.70
27 27F 77 53.5 56.70 4 7
$ I ilir,R1.111111111.
Save '16"
Our Go Getter 60 is maintenance free!
It's designed to require
no more water! Wards top
battery gives fast, sure
starting in any weather.
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Letters To The Editor
Says Columnists In Error
Dear Editor:
The Evans and Novak article of
January 13 entitled The SALT Gamble
propounds a principle on verification of
arms control agreements that is both so
naive and dangerous to our national
security that the record must be
corrected. 'The authors argue that
Soviet missile design information must
not be kept secret from the U.S. either
by encrypting telemetry from missile
test firings or by other means even
when the information has no bearing on
the verification of the provisions of an
Agreement.
An Article of the SALT I Agreements,
and presumably SALT II as well, states
Each Party undertakes not to use
deliberate concealment measures
which impede verification by national
technical means of compliance with the
provisions of the Treaty (emphasis
added). It naturally does not prohibit
concealment of other national security
Information that is not a part of any
Agreement.
Thus both countries are allowed to
keep secret technical information on
weapon systems and characteristics
not covered by the --Agreenked.--The
U.S., for example; would quite rightly
wish to conceal from the U.S.S.R. in-
formation on the design of the nuclear
warhead in a missile; this would be
allowed by the Treaty provisions. The
orinciple proposed by Evans and Novak
that even such information, which has
no bearing on verification, cannot be
concealed is not only absurd but would
also be a disaster to our national
security were it to be equally applied to
the U.S. with its more advanced
technology.
Former Secretary of Defense Laird
and Evans and Novak were in error
when they accused the Russians of
cheating on SALT I because they had
encrypted data on the firing of the SS-20
. .rniatiie. There are no provisions in the
gALT I Agreement, which relate to





*New Orleans, La. — At the Maple
Leaf Bar and Laundry, customers can
get wet while their clothes get dry.
The idea of a combination bar and
*aiindry came to Bill._ Odpm and Jim
Stratton when they were living in New
York. They said they found themselves
drinking in a Manhattan bar while their
weekly wash tumbled clean in a
laundromat down the street.
Odom and Stratton moved to New
Orleans in 1973 and opened a bar near
Tulane University. Last year, they
added four washing machines and two
dryers to make a dream come true —
for themselves and customers.
With its mellow lighting, fresh
popcorn, ceiling fans, a jukebox and
occasional live music, business has
flourised at the bar-laundry, according
to the owners.
On Mondays, a classical guitarist
performs. On Tuesdays and Saturdays,
there is jazz and dancing.
The owners used to close the laundry
room at 8 p.m., but they found that
many people prefer to do their laundry
late. Now they keep the laundry room
open at least as long as the bar. I States
Item
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
. opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
.-feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever tliat
topic might be.
matter to the characteristics of their
SS-18 ICBM.
However, the latter would be per-
tinent to the SALT II Agreements, and
Secretary of State Vance is to be
commended, not castigated, if he did
get specific Soviet concurrence to the
principle that encryption of telemetry
would be barred for data bearing on the
verification of provisions of the
Agreements. Contrary to Evans and
Novak, the U.S. would be able to know if
such data was being encrypted.
Finally, Evans and Novak cannot
resist dragging out their whipping boy,
Paul Warnke, to blame for qualifying
verification by the word "adequate"
when available means can discover
Soviet cheating before it has
"significantly affected" the US-Sriviet
strategic balance of power. For the
record, however, it was Paul Nitze, who
criticized Paul Warnke in his con-
firmation hearings to be ACDA
Director, for Warnke having taken "an
absolute position with respect to
verification while he (Nitze) had
"always taken the position that the
significance of verification is to be
related thesignificance of the thing
you are verifying.
If it is not very important, it doesn't
make much difference." Evans and
Novak might whip Mr. Nitze instead of
Warnke and Vance for a change.
Incidentally this verification principle
of "adequacy" his been U.S. policy
agreed to by all involved agencies and
the Congress for many years.
Herbert Scoville, Jr.
McLean, Va.
( Editor's Note: Scoville is formerly
Deputy Director, CIA, and Asst. Dir.






Everywhere I go in the United States.
and overseas, I am asked, "What is
happening with the Peace Corps and
VISTA?"
The Peace Corps is 18 years old now.
The idea of volunteer men and women
working at the village level to help
others to become more self-sufficient is
now accepted as one of the best hopes
for real progress in developing coun-
tries.
Today, there are 7,000 Peace Corps
volunteers working in 63 countries in
Latin America, Africa, Asia and the
Pacific. Volunteers, many just out of
college and many older volunteers,
including retirees, are assisting far-
mers to improve irrigation and
cultivation methods, to dig wells and to
replant forests. Other volunteers serve
with mobile health teams, aiding rural
families to understand the importance
of nutritious food, clean water, and
other preventive health measures that
will help cut infant mortality rates,
increase life expectancy and expand
productivity in all aspects of life.
VISTA (Volunteers in Service to
Americah created in 1964 as part of the
War on Poverty, continues to seek
effective answers to problems which
have not been solved. These are
problems that people in our own
communities face every day: lack of
jobs and job skills; lack of money to buy
food or decent shelter; and, among our
elderly, an added sense of isolation and
fear whether they're living in a far-
mhouse or an apartment.
More than 4,300 VISTA volunteers are
working with concerned community
organizations throughout the United
States. Half are serving in their own
communities. About 15 percent are over
the age of 55. The volunteers are
organizing tenant associations and
building rehabilitation projects,
helping to establish centers for battered
spouses. exploring the uses of solar
energy for rooftop greenhouses, using
their skills as lawyers, and working
with local groups to set up nutrition
programs and crime prevention
projects.
Peace Corps and VISTA are part of
this country's proudest heritage -- a
tradition of caring about 'others and
sharing what we have. They work
toward the building of self-sufficiency
among people overseas and in this
country who, for whatever reasons,
have been left out or left behind.
Peace Corps and VISTA are in need
of more committed men and women.
college graduates and blue collar
workers, 21 or older, who want to share
their skills, their experience and their
dedication as Peace Corps or VISTA
volunteers.
February is Peace Corps-VISTA
Month. It's a time to salute the more
than 132,000 men and women who have
served as Peace Corps or VISTA
. volunteers. It's also a time for everyone
to think about what he or she could do
as a Peace Corps or VISTA volunteer
Information about the Peace Corps and
VISTA is available toll free at 800-424-
8580 or at ACTION recruiting offices in






Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My husgand retired
from the railroad in 1978, and I am also
drawing benef its_ We are interested ins_
complete explanation of the earnings
restrictions for 1979. Cwyou give us
Ttifszlifft7rinariffii715 '"
Railroad retirement annuitants
subject to earnings restrictions are
allowed higher earnings in 1979. The
1978 exempt amount of $4,000 is raised,
allowing annuitants age 65-72 to earn up
to $4,500 in 1979 without any reduction in
benefits. Annuitants under age 65 can
earn up to $3,480 in 1979 before their
annuities are subject to reduction. The
reduction of $1 for every $2 earned over
the exempt amount. However, if 1979 is
the first year benefits are payable,
reductions apply only to months in
which earnings are more than $375 for
65-year-old beneficiaries and $290 for
those under 65. The special earnings
restrictions which apply to disability
annuitants are not changed.
These earnings limitations apply to
almost all survivor annuitants. They
also apply to some.retired employees
and their spouses, generally those who
are also qualified for Social Security
benefits. However, for retired em-
ployees and spouses, only certain an-
nuity portions are subject to reduction
so the Railroad Retirement Board
notifies those affected, on an individual
basis, as to how earnings will affect
their annuities. These earnings
limitations do not apply to any an-
nuitants age 72 or older.
Regardless of earnings, no railroad
retirement annuity is payable for any
merith-Martictrannatiniritanta orts tot
a railroad, nor are railroad retirement
annuities payable to employees and
their spouses for any month they return
to work for their last pre-retirement
nonrailroad employer.
HEARTIJNE: We have a very
peculiar situation here. My wife is 65
and I am 62. She has never worked
outside our home. Our particular health
plan will not cover her now that she is
65. I know that when I retire she can get
Medicare. Is there any way that she can
get Medicare now even though I will not
be retiring until I ami age 65? — E.G.
Yes, your wife can get Medicare
before you retire. Simply go to your
Social Security office now and specify
that you are.signing up now but do not
wish to begin your benefits until you are
age 65. Once you sign up, your wife can
have Part "A" of Medicare free, even
though you are not drawing benefits
yet. Arrangements will be made for
billing you for the Part "B" of
Medicare premium, which is now $8.20
per month. This premium will be in-
creased to $8.70 in July 1979.
HEARTLINE: My husband retired
last year on Social Security at age 65. 1
will be age 62 in March. I haven't
decided whether or not to take my.
wife's benefits at age 62. Now that Iknow what my husband's benefit
amount is, I could figure my benefits ifI knew the percentages. Could you
explain the percentages and the
reduction for age 62 through 65 for
wife's benefits? -- L.B.
The basic wife's benefit at age 65 is 50
percent of her husbands unreducedSocial Security benefits. If a wife takesher benefit before age 65, then shewould receive the following per-
Bible Thought







centages of one-half her husband's
unreduced benefit:
At age 62: 75 percent of one-half her
husband's unreduced benefit;
At age 63: 83.4 percent of one-half of
her husband's unreduced benefit;
At age-64: 91.7 percent of one-half her
husband's unreduced benefit.
For example, if the husband was
entitled to $200 at age 65, regardless of
the fact that he may be drawing
reduced benefits prior to age 65, the
wife's benefit would be $100 when she
was 6 or $91.70 at 64 and so forth._ _ _
And the world of the toed came
unto lonah the second time, saying
. lonah at. •
Jonah did not want to preach inthe wicked city of Nineveh. hut Codinsisted God needs men to preach
his word in 1977
INIor' 
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The GOP And Watergate
WASHINGTON (AP) — Richard M.
Nixon is back in Washington and he
might be somewhat dismayed to
discover the Republican Party is still
obsessed with Watergate.
Get a bunch of Republicans together
and pretty soon someone will use a
Watergate oneliner to make a point.
Recently, the Republican National
Committee met in a local hotel to
decide where to hold the party's 1980
national convention.
The selection committee recom-
mended holding the convention in
Detroit, a choice that drew howls of
protest from many members of the
national committee.
Motions were made to overturn the
recommendation, which prompted
GOP Chairman Bill Brock to quip:
"The last time the selection committee
was overruled was when someone in the
White House decided we ought to go to
San Diego."
Brock was referring to an incident,
disclosed during Watergate, in which a
large corporate contribution played a
key role in the choice of the California
city. The convention eventually ended
tqrtn
The day after Brock's quip, John B.
Connally announced he was running for
the GOP's presidential nomination. One
of Connally's political problems is that
he was indicted in a Watergate-related
case. Connally stood trial and was
acquitted.
When Sen. Howard H. Baker Jr. of
Tennessee, who also aspires to the
44-4-4*-**
White House, was asked about the
Connally candidacy, he commented:
"He's had his trials and tribulations."
When President Carter named
retired Gen. George Seignious to head
the U.S. Arms Control and Disar-
mament Agency, some members of
Congress expressed reservations about
the choice of a military man for the
post.
One was Sen. Claiborne Pell, D-R.I.
Seignious appeared before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee last week
and Pell said he supports a bill to forbid
military officers from holding the post,.
"You've just heard from Capt. Pell,"
mid Sen. Ernest F. Hollings, 1)-S.C. -
"Capt. Pell, a Coast Guard Reserve
captain, had tears in his eyes last
summer when he told fellow senators
about his retirement from the Coast
, Guard Reserve."
Hollings looked at former astronauts
and Air Force Col. John Glenn, now a
senator from Ohio, and said that maybe
the bill should be broadened to forbid
retired military officers from servingin the Senate.
"I Wok ifiVeilliere at 17 a. Glenn and
we've just heard from Gen. Thurmond
(Sen. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C.) and
after I leave here, I'm going to the
Commerce Committee which is
presided over by Gen. Cannon (Sen.
Howard Cannon, D-Nev. ) and I'm
certain that Gen. Goldwater (Sen.





1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
11"viebi. 1518
The Poor Farm was established in Calloway County about1849 with a log house, one story high, constructed north of Mur-ray. This building was used for 20 years. A second building wasconstructed on another nearby site presently occupied by the Fisher-Price Manufacturing Co. Both poor houses served as a, housingplace for indigent poor and mentally retarded unfortunates andmust be admitted as being barbaric institutions as compared to
the modern attitudes toward less fortunate people. As a result
of the tragic conditions under which it was operated, the Poor
House was under a constant protest of indignation from more com-
passionate citizens. The caretaker was a protege of political manip-
ulation and the keeper's term of tenure depended upon the whims
of a capricious Fiscal Court, resulting in methodic turnovers ofmanagement. Despite protestations, the county court refused toabolish or to update the care of its needy citizens, thus the spoils
system of democratic government in Calloway County was per-
petuated until the federal government welfare system reached
down to give these unfortunate people relief. The Poor Farm was
discontinued in the 1960's. The place was appropriately named.
Hon. Boyd Linn served as speaker of the House of Repre-
sentative of the United States Congress, 1852, the highest office
in the federal government ever attained by a native son. In addi-
tion', he was the second state representative to attend the Kentucka,
legislature from Calloway County, 1827-1829.
Adding to .the unusual ,events of the last half Of the past 19th
Century is 'the birth of six living babies at one time on ept. 15,
1859, to a Negrp woman in Murray. (Collins' 'History of Kentucky,"
P. P8). To Be Continued
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
The final work on the water sy
for Murray Water District No. 2
completed on Jan. 21, and members of
the district now have 30 days to connect
to the water lines, according to John
Lassiter, district chairman.
Deaths reported include George Oro
Blanton.
Calloway County Judge Hall
McCuiston today said he believed that
reapportionment of Calloway County
can be accomplished in time for the
May primary.
Mary Ann Inman has accepted the
position as instructor for the new Day
Care Center for Retarded Children to
open Feb. 17 at the First Presbyterian
Church building.
Births`reported include a boy, Mark,
to the Rev. and Mrs. Glen Armstrong on
Jan. 27, a boy, George Allen, to Mr. and
Mrs. George Dunn on Jan. 27, and a
girl, Tina Michelle, to Don and Elene
Alexander on Jan. 28.
20 Years Ago '4,
Marilee Easter, senior at Murray=
High School, was named as Good
Citizen of the Year by the Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters--
of the American Revolution. Second
place went to Myra Woodall, Alm°
High, and third place to Wanda Mercer,
New Concord High. Others entered
include Patricia Barrow, Hazel High,
Benda Maddox, Murray Training, and
Fay Patton, Kirksey High.
Deaths reported include Kenneth D.
Bean, 6 months.
The Memorial Baptist Church will
take a religious census of Murray the I
first week of February, according to the
church pastor, the Rev. T. A. Thacker.
Yandall Wrather, soil con-
servationist, will discuss the ne
watershed program at the meeting
the Hazel Adult Farmer Class at Hazel
High School.
Almo beat Mgrray Training and New
Concord beat Kirksey in the s
of the Calloway County High ...Se
—1!4125ketha1t Tortligntent 'stayed—at
Sports Arena, Murray State College.
High team scorers were Lee with 16 fot
Almo, Washer with 14 for Murray
Training, Stubblefield with 17 for New
Concord, and G. Key with 13 for
Kirksey.
30 Years Ago
Old man winter laid a mantle of snow
five inches deep over Murray and
Calloway County last night with some
promise of more to come. The tem-
perature went to a low of 10 degrees
above zero.
Deaths reported include Cephas Orr,
42, and Mrs. G. W. ( Aunt Martha)
Gardner, 62.
Hazel beat Murray Training to be
champions of the Calloway County High
School Basketball Tournament played
at the Carr Health Building, Murray
State College. High team scorers were
Brandon, Davenport, and Lamb with 12
points each for Hazel, and Houston with
12 for Murray Training.
The Rev. Dr. H. C. Chiles, pastor of
the First Baptist Church, Murray, will
be the speaker at a revival meeting at a
the Twelfth Street Baptist Church,
Paducah, Feb. 6 to 13.
Potatoes are listed as 10 pounds for 33
cents in the ad for the Kroger Store this
week.
Showing at. the Varsity Theatre
"Beyond Glory" starring Alan Ladd
and Donna Reed.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 31, the 31st
day of 1979. There are 334 days left in,
the year. • '
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1958, the first
American satellite, Explorer 1, was
launched into orbit from Cape
Canaveral, 'Ma.
On this date:
In 1865, Gen. Robert E. Lee was
named commander-in-chief of the
Confederate armies.
In 1917, Germany served notice it was
beginning a policy of unrestricted
submarine warfare in World War I.
In 1943, the turning point for the
Soviet Union in World War II came as
Joseph Stalin announced a victory over
German forces at Stalingrad.
In 1950, President Harry Truman
announced he had ordered development
of the hydrogen bomb.
In 1968, South Vietnamese President
Nguyen Van Thieu declared martial
law in the face of mounting guerrilla
attacks throughout the country.
Ten years ago: The National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
disclosed tentative plans to try to land a
man on the moon in May.
Five years ago: A Pan American
jetliner crashed on American Samoa,
killing 95 of the 101 people aboard.
One year ago: Israel and Egypt
resumed talks on the military level in
Cairo, Egypt, in the first formal contact
since the breakdown of politicial.
negotiations in Jerusalem two weeks
earlier.
Today's birthdays: Writer Norman
Mailer is, 56 years old. Actress Carol
Charming is 58. Los Angeles. Angels
pitching ace Nolan Ryan is IL --
Tho.ugh.t for tealay;,Whein !mien
kiss, it shims remtnds one Prize
fighters shaking hands — H.L. Men-
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Pact Will Lend U.S. Knowledge




China's vice premier says his
country needs help from the
United States to replace a lost
generation of knowledge and
President Caster says he is
prepared to help.
In an agreement being
signed today with Vice
Premier Teng Hsiao-ping,
Carter promises the United
States will share at least part




We lost a whole generation
as regards education, in-
cluding science and
technology," Teng said in an
interview with Time Magazine
published earlier thi,s week.
"Normalization of relations
will enable us to obtain much
scientific and technological
know-how."
The agreement on science
and technology is potentially
the most significant of the
three being signed in af-
ternoon ceremonies as Carter
and Teng meet to close out tte
Washington leg of the Chinde
SIT
those topics during two hours
of talks Tuesday.
Further disussions on trade
will take place during visits to
China later this year by
Treasury Secretary Michael





FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll has ap-
pointed three new members to
the Appalachian Development
Council.
They are Kash Shields, a
farmer from Bethel; Leonard
Fleming, a Kona miner, and




mendations are expected to go
toward establishment of an
overall economic develop-
ment strategy for eastern
Kentucky.
leader's visit to the United
States
Fang 1, minister in charge
of the State Scientific and
Technological Commission,
came with Teng to
Washington and has been
meeting with Carter science
adviser Frank Press to work
on the details of technological
cooperation.
Two other agreements being
signed today deal with





agreements are small, formal
steps aimed at broadening and
firming the new relationship
between China and the United
States. These are general
agreements, sources said,
with the details left to be
worked out through less
formal avenues.
Other agreements also may
be finalized before the end of
the Teng visit, but there was
little indication that formal
pacts would be reached in the
critical area of trade and
business relationships.
Carter and Teng did discuss
:magi&

















THE ARTS AND CRAFTS class at North Calloway
Elementary School is learning to use simple materials to
create beautiful household items Shown, they are
working with popsicle sticks to create fruit bowls, plan-
ters, snack trays, lamps, clocks, and many other items.
The purpose is to show that one can use little and make
much. Pictured is Brad Haley getting ready to work on his
project.
COLGATE
Photo by Melissa Moore
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Wisconsin Claims Couple Is
Too Fat To Adopt A Child
By TIMOTHY HARPER
Associated Press Writer
MADISON, Wis. 1AP) —
Barbara and Gordon Ray
want to adopt a child, but they
can't. The state claims they're
too fat to become parents, the
couple says.
'We started this thing and
we're not the type of people to
give up on it," said Barbara,
who stands 5-foot-9 and weighs
210 pounds.
Gordon, a 6-foot-2, 215-pound
shipping clerk at the
University of Wisconsin, said
they began state adoption
proceedings two years ago
when doctors said it was
unlikely they would ever have
children.
When the state Department
of Health and Social Services
said they would have to wait
five or six years for an infant,
the Rays said they would
rather have a child 5 to 10
years old right away.
Then the couple,-both 28, ran
into the department's in-
formal guidelines barring
adoptions for health reasons.
"They wrote and told us we
were obese and could not
adopt until we had a sub-
stantial weight loss," Gordon
said. "Basically, the problem
is with my wife, but they told
me I should lose,
Social workers td Barbara
she had to get d#wn to 190
pounds and she did within
three months. But then they
lowered the weight to 170
pounds, she said.
Jane Thompson, a state
social worker who the Rays
said had been assigned to their
case, refused comment on the
case.
Gordon said there were no
specific guidelines, and the
social workers made the
decision according to an in-
surance company's preferred
height-weight chart.
"I think it's just
discrimination," he said. "If
you were to meet us, you
wouldn't say we're obese."
The Rays enlisted state Sen.
Peter Bear, who said he is
awaiting more information
from state officials to
determine if the obesity rule is
"It seems ricliculous to me,"
Bear said. "I don't know how a
state agency can deny
adoption eligibility on the
basis of the prospective
parents' weight, especially in
the absence of definitions or
H OINTMENT

















proof that a health problem
exists."
Gordon said he and his wife
have been certified in good
health by thew doctors, and
are active in many sports. He
said he and his wife, married
seven years, own a borne and
are saving to build a house in
the country some day.
"The child is the most
important thing in the world to
us," said Barbara, a statistics
clerk in- the Dane County
Mental Health agency.
She said her family has a
history of being large-boned
and overweight, but also of
longevity.
"I could lose the weight if I
really wanted to, but why do it
just until the adoption goes
through and then go back to
my normal weight? It's the
principle of the thing. I've
been this weight for years,
since high school, and I'm
comfortable. This is me,"
Barbara said.
The Rays say they will go to
a private adoption agency
only as a last resort.
"This is a state agency,"
Gordon said. "I pay to run that
agency with my taxes. Why
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Bond Set For Former State KKK Dragon;
Faces Murder, Other Charges In Barren
GLASGOW, Ky. (AP) —
Bond has been set for the
former giand dragon and the
state secretary for the Ku
Klux Klan in Kentucky,
charged in Barren County
4vith conspiracy to commit
yrder and criminal
solicitation.
- -.141either Sherman Adams,
silio said he resigned as the
Irian leader last month, nor
John E. Palmore entered
pleas Tuesday when they
appeared before warren
District Judge Benny
Dickinson. Officials said the
court did not have jurisdiction
to hear pleas in the case.
Dickinson fixed Adams'
bond at $75,000 and that for
Palmore at $60,000. A bond
reduction hearing was
'scheduled today, and a
hearing to see if charges
should be presented to a grand
jury was set for Feb. 6.
The judge also stipulated
that both men, should they be
released, are to refrain from
associating with any known
Klan members. Adams was
instructed to remain at home
except to receive medical
attention and Palmore was
placed under a 10 p.m. curfew.
Warrants signed by
Dickinson last Saturday ac-
cuse Adams, 56, of
Shepherdsville, and Palmore,





Harry M. Hoe has been
elected to fill a vacancy on
Kentucky Utilities Co.'s board
of directors, the company said
in a statement.
Hoe is vicopresident of J.R.
Hoe & Sons Inc., a Mid-
dlesboro iron foundry, and a
director of The National Bank
of Middlesboro.
Hoe is a former three-term
state representative and
served as minority whip and
assistant floor leader. He also
was a member of the
Legislative Research Com-
mission and the Kentucky
Commission on Law Enfor-









for the elderly in the
Jackson Purchase. It
is designed to help
older persons remain
In their own homes as
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call Bonnie Ashby at
• 753-5362.
here Jan. 14 with other per-
sons to plan the murders of
David Bush, 24, and his
brother, Kenny, 32, both of
Glasgow.
The complaint also alleges
that Adams and Palmore told
those at the meeting that
Barren County Attorney
William Klapheke and
Glasgow Police Maj. Clifton
Duncan "should be taken care
of
David Bush has agreed to
testify against Adams on
charges that he arranged with
six KKK members from
Barren County, including
Bush, to come to Bullitt
County and beat two brothers,
Gifford and Daniel Coy, with
whom Adams allegedly had
had a disagreement. The
brothers were beaten in their
home near Shepherdsville on
Dec. 8.
The murder conspiracy
charge was the second to be
filed against Adams and
Palmore in less than a week.
Last Tuesday, they were
among five persons accused of
conspiring to murder Bullitt
County Attorney J. Chester
Porter, Bullitt Circuit Judge
C.V. Sanders and an
unidentified member of a jury
that convicted Adams on Jan.
16 on a charge of terroristic
threatening of the Coy
brothers in September.
Peggy Bosch, of the Bullitt
County community of Brooks,
and Sidney Davis of Louisville
are frecon bond in the Bullitt
case.
Kenneth King, a Middletown
resident and state investigator
for the Klan, surrendered
Monday evening on the same
charge and was jailed at
Shepherdsville.
Palmore, who had been at
large, turned himself into
police earlier in the day, then
was taken to Glasgow to face
the new charge.
Adams, who had been
hospitalized in Louisville for
treatment of an apparent
heart attack, was arrested
Monday after his release from
the hospital.




SAN DIEGO ( AP ) —
Haunted by the sights, sounds
and motives of death and
bloodshed from sniper fire,
students of Cleveland
Elementary School returned
to their classrooms to puzzle
aloud: "Why did she do it?"
Some sat at their desks
Tuesday in silence,
bewildered and shocked by the
horror they endured a day
earlier when the school's
principal and custodian were
killed by bullets fired at their
:..firstimr  ;Ma- Wier
including eight students, were
injured.
"We called many parents
last night, asking them to
bring their children today,"
said Mike Simpson, a school
board representive. "We've
got to break down the shock."
Some children, dealing with
death for the first time, slowly
raised their hands with
questions.
"Why did she do it?" a
puzzled 8-year-old boy asked
his teacher.
'13o the ponce know why her
father didn't-lock ulithe guns?
It's pretty stupid," added a
girl.
Brenda Spencer, 16, was
arrested by police after the
deadly 15-minute barrage of
bullets and a seven-hour siege




said it will be up to a judge to
decide if Miss Spencer will be
tried as an adult. He said
proceedings will be "wrapped
in secrecy" for a time because
of her age. She is being held in
the San Diego County Juvenile
Hall.
The, deaths of principal
Burton Wragg, 53, and
Michael Slasher, 56, the
school's head custodian,
troubled the children.
"I couldn't sleep last night,"
said 9-year-old Mike
McDaniel.
Another youngster told his
teacher: "I thought Mr. Mike
Suchar was one of the best
codari1hisS'efiool ever
had."
"Will his family be taken
care of?" asked Virtoria
Guerrero, 11.
"I had bad dreams and
”thodght the lady would still be
here" said 9-year-old George
Jo on. "But my dad said it's
all ritht now."
The two school officials will
be buried Thursday. Three of
the injured, including police
officer Robert Robb, were still
hospitalized. Robb was in fair
condition Tuesday, while two
9-year-old girls were in
serious condition. ,
Some students wrote letters
to recuperating classmates.
Julie Jacobs, wearing a T-
shirt with the inscription "Hug
Me," scrawled a note to
Monica Selvig, 9, hospitalized
with an abdominal wound.
Daryl Barnes, the school's
acting principal, said health-
personnel counseled aevernt-
students during the-day. --
Later, Barnes, who helped
rescue fallen children, told
members of the Parents
Teachers Association: -We
experienced a tragedy that
just never happens... but it did
happen to us. Now we have






— Five years ago Wendell E.
Marthers, then an 11-year-old
' dreaming of adventure, ran
away from home.
But the dreams paled as he
struggled for survival, and
finally a kindly California
Lexington Mayor Claims
Bill Would Affect Services
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A measure currently being
considered in the General
Assembly will, if passed, have
dire consequences for
Lexington and Fayette
County, according to Mayor
James A. Amato.
The measure, House Bill 44,
would limit the growth of
property tax revenues to 3 or 4
percent and would adversely
affect services offered by the
local government here, Amato
said in his State of the Urban
County Government address
Tuesday.
"House Bill 44, in my
judgement, will severely
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Lain the quality of services
that Lexingtonians have a
right to expect and it will
virtually preclude the ex-
pansion of some vital services
and the addition of some
needed new services," Amato,
said.
"The rate of growth added
by House Bill 44 will not even
permit us to keep up with the
current rate of inflation," he
said.
Amato did not cite specific
services, but told the council
he would review all existing
services and that, "come what
may, no essential services will
be curtailed.
"I assure you that all
essential services will be, at
the very least, maintained at
the pretant level," he said.
On other subjects, Amato
said the state had agreed to
build "an adjacent facility" to
its proposed state office
complex here to house the
local government.
"Such a building would be
financed under the state bond
issue and leased to the Urban
County Government for an
amount necessary to retire the
bonds," he said. "At the end of
the lease term, we would have
the option to purchase the
property at a predetermined
price."
Returning to a major theme
in his mayoral campaign,
Amato said new devices soon




traffic lane signals on
Nicholasville Road, one of the
city's most heavily traveled
roads. The signals have been
installed, but are not yet
operating.
- Amato said a- computerized
traffic signal system would be
operating within the next year
to coordinate traffic flow.
family tar/10v his path
homeward.
'It's kind of a shame when a
person has to leave home for
five years to learn that he
appreciates his own family,"
Marthers said in a recent
interview.
He declines 'to name the
West Coast family, fearing
that they could get in trouble
for harboring a runaway. But
after a two-month stay with
them, Marthers called his
parents, Helen and Charles
Marthers.
"My mind went blank for a
couple of seconds when he
called," recalled his mother.
"His voice was much deeper. I
wouldn't believe it until I had
my arms around him."
Marthers described himself
as a spoiled brat thinking of
"movie stars, glamour and
beach boys" when hs ran
away. Instead, the youth said
he found a world that was
"pretty close to hell."
He borrowed air fare and
came home Jan. 5— a relative
stranger who was 45 pounds
heavier, 7 inches taller and, in
many ways, more than 5 years
Older. The Marthers
celebrated his 17th birthday
together Jan. 14.
The youth disappeared Dec.
11, 1973, without any money or
extra clothing, leaving a note
telling his parents not to look
..for him.
Marthers said he headed for
Niagara Falls, N.Y., hoping to
get intd Canada, then decided
to go to California when he
was turned back at the border.
His five-year journey took
him across the northern
United States to Seattle, down
through Oregon and finally to
California.
On the road, Marthers said,
he -slept wherever there was
shelter parked cars, the
homes of people who would
take him in and at drug
rehabilitation centers,
although he said he was never
on drugs.
"When you're out there, you
have to worry about where
you're going to sleep, whether
you're going to get beat up —
it's not he said.
"There were a lot of times
I'd be hungry," he said, and he
sometimes ate leaves or grass
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More Purchasing Power Here
< Compare Our Low Sheff Prices >
See For Yourself
Purchasing Power means more than a few items temporarily
marked down. Purchasing Power means low prices that are low
everyday, good weekly specials, and quality merchandise for
your money. At Storey's we think you'll find...
More Purchasing Power Here
Save$1.00Lb. Save 20C Lb.
USDA Choice
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Lynn Grove Grade A Large
EGGS
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We Accept U.S. Govt Food Stamps
USDA Choice Boneless Sirloin
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Center Cut Family Pack
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Oscar Mayer
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Brown No Longer Terms Presidential Bid 'Remote'
By DOUG WILLIS
Associated Press Writer
SACRAMENTO, Calif. ( AP)
— Jerry Brown, carrying an
increasingly conservative
banner, no longer uses the
word "remote" when talking
about a run for the presidency
in 1900.
Instead, the California
governor says he's giving a lot
:of thought to challenging
President Carter in the
primaries but an an-
nouncement would be
"premature."
Some of his actions, though,
seem beyond the -thinking"
stage:
—Recently he won
nationwide attention with his
endorsement of a convention
to require a balanced federal
budget.
—He is strongly criticizing
Carter on inflation.
—He has asked a national
Labor leader what his chances
of an AFL-CIO endorsement
would be.
At the same time, the 40-
year-old Brown has stopped
talking of an "era of limits" —
his phrase for the need to save
the environment and
resources. And gone, too, are
references to Zen and other
counter-culture trappings that
made the nation notice this
odd Democrat.
Bull Durhams
Located On-Hwy. 79 East
will be we- n
Friday, Feb. 2nd
Something new has been added...
Seafood Buffet every Friday from 5 to 10
Salad Bar Open Daily
Specializing in hot Ky. Lake Catfish.
—ALSO-
Featuring Steaks, Chicken and Country
Ham, served family style.
Open Daily 2 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Closed On Mondays
It is time, he says, for
America to get back to
balanced budgets, less
government, less meddling in
the affairs of distant nations,
and more belief in the coun-
try's fundamental soundness
and future.
"America right now is not
building for the future. It is
stealing from it," says Brown,
who defeated Carter in three
1976 primaries and challenged
him in two others. "What
we're seeing today is decline
abroad and decadence at
home."
And Brown comments: "I
see a lack of faith in the future
on the part of people about to
retire. I see frustration at the
supermarket. And obviously
it's time for some kind of
change."
This all has a populist ring
reminiscent of the anti-
government exhortations of
Huey Long, George Wallace,
Howard Jarvis and — on
occasion — Jimmy Carter.
And it is the sort of talk Brown
has used since his political
debut on a Los Angeles school
board 10 years ago.
At a December meeting
with labor leaders, which
Brown says labor requested,
he says he asked Al Harken,
national political director of
the AFL-CIO, if organized
labor would support him or
Sen. Edward Kennedy. He
said he got no commitment
from Bariuin.
Meanwhile, he works away
at the issue he believes can be
I used to challenge both Carter
and Kennedy. That is the
Januaty speech for a con-
stitutional convention to draft
an amendment requiring a
balanced federal budget.
Federal deficits, Brown
says, are a root cause of in-
flation. Although Carter's 1980
budget proposal trims the
deficit to $29 billion, Brown
says it is still inflationary and
unacceptable.
Brown is a late supporter of
this convention, which has
been endorsed by 24 states and
needs 10 more states to be
convened. But Brown is in the
battle just as the proposal is
gaining momentum.
This campaign also allows
Brown to use the same tactic
both he and Carter have used
successfully in the past — to
align, himself- with frustrated
voters against government.
"The fiscal excess by the
federal government is
recognized by 75 percent of the
American people...," he says.
"So the only people who can't
recognize this seem to be a
rather limited group of ex-
perts that dwells in
Washington."
Carter called a con-
stitutional convention on the
budget proposal a
''dangerous" idea that might
open the door to other
amendments restricting civil
liberties. Brown says this is a
"scare tactic."
"I had never thought that
balancing the federal budget
was an unusual idea, or even a
radical proposal. But given
the reaction in Washington, it
was as though I'd proposed a
different form of government.
Perhaps I had," Brown says.
Reaction in California to
Brown's maneuvering is
mixed. Some liberal
Democrats are enraged by his
adoption of a cause cham-
pioned mostly by con-












(Children Under 12 Free
state budget he unveiled in
January.
"This man thinks he car
become president of the
United States by having
Herbert Hoover capture the
Democratic Party," said
David Roberti, Democratic
floor leader of the state
Senate.
And state Sen. Barry Keene,
a Democrat allied with Brown
in the past, adds that he
cannot support a candidate
WINTER SHOW
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
"Winter Show," an exhibit of
works by five Southern
California artists, is being
presented through Feb. 9,
1979, by the Art Museum
Council of the Los Angeles
County Museum of Art.
The artists are Steve Heino,
Joanne Julian, Jack Klein-
berg, Carol Flax Maziarz, and
Selma Moskowitz.
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"who rides into the White
House on a constitutional
crisis ... be has perpetrated:'
Some newspapers also have
had critical editorials. The
Los Angeles Times termed
Brown's call for a con-
stitutional convention "a
clumsy grab for national
attention." The Washington
Post said it "dispelled any
lingering suspicions., he
might be fit for national
leadership."
Brown, meanwnue, doesn't
act as if he is bothered by the
criticism. He goes along
practicing his favorite ap-
proach — moving both left and
right, seeking support from
liberals and conservatives.
He opposed Proposition 13's
property tax cuts until its
landslide adoption by voters.
Then, during his successful re-
election campaign for a
second term, he embraced it
as the will of the people and
declared himself ''a born-
again tax-cutter."
Brown hopes to sell the
balanced budget idea to
liberals. If President Johnson
had been forced to balance his
budget, he says, Vietnam
would have been avoided. And
today's budget deficits finance
foreign aid that props up
repressive governments.
Brown used that argument
at the liberal-dominated state
Democratic Party convention.
He was greeted with boos, but
by the end of his 6-minute
address, he received a
standing ovation.
It was another example of
the balancing act between left
and right that the bachelor s
governor has used throughout
his political career.
Brown decribed it in his
campaign: -People ask me,
'Are you a liberal? A con-
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Join Begley's Senior Citizen Savings Plan
If you are 60 years of age or older you are eligible. Stop by
our store today and fill out an application. Save an additional
10% on cur already low prescription prices.
6
CAIRO, Ill. - Cary Miller
likes to schedule the best
possible competition to
prepare his Murray High
team for tournament time -
:even if it means playing the
No. 5 ranked team in Illinois.
"Playing people like that
has got to be good for us," said
Miller, the Murray High
coach. • 'We feel like the level
of competition we play will
reflect our play later on."
The Tigers stayed with
Cairo High School all the way
last night before fouls and the
superior Cairo height ad-
vantage doomed Murray to a
6944 defeat.
The loss dropped the Tigers
to 9-4 as they prepare to face
.:Marshall County in the
:weather-marred Ballard
ounty Invitational Tour-
nament in LaCenter, Ky., at
'4:30 p.m. tonight.
: The tournament was
Originally scheduled to end
with the finals last Saturday
:night, but icy road conditions
'forced the semifinals to be
moved to Saturday before
...they were cancelled still
,:again. - IS.uvd Iii
s bed Taylor
Mayfield -will take on Teed amid= iiS 1 2
root, 
_ bracket semifinal game Teta
Cadre 29 58 11 U 33 19 49following the Tiger-Marshal
Core - Towbe lAtikey, 27, kilfreey Ibleter, 14; Ind ChM, 13; Ster•clash. Murray High defeated oust  Lanassosk 4; Anwei voolia, 2.
Hickman County 4744 in the Murray IGO 14 28 12 2244
first round. Cairo 13 14 14 2444
Murray High jumped than Ihiretb. percauteges • Merver ft, 54.5; %Mb Cake: WA, 39.2.
- •
8-2 lead over Cairo before the
hosts narrowed the margin to
10-8. Howard Boone, the
Tigers' 6-.5 center, drew his
third personal foul with 1:49
left in the first period and sat
out the rest of the half.
Even without Boone,
Murray held its own against
Cairo and its towering 6-6
junior center, Anthony
Webster, taking a 30-29 lead at
the half.
Cairo's biggest gun was 6-1
forward Taurice Mallory, who
finished with 27 points. He
helped Cairo to a 43-42 edge
after three periods before the
Pilots outscored the Tigers 26-
22 in the final quarter.
Cairo's biggest advantage
came at 69-62 on Webster's
slam dunk. Ed Harcourt's
basket provided the final
margin.
"We played well," said
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
After two years of pain and
frustration, James Silas is
back.
Silas scored a season-high 30
points, including four in
overtime, to help the Spurs
beat the Chicago Bulls 112-108
tuesday night. That victory,
coupled with Houston's 112-106
Ow to the Indiana Pacers,
gave San Antonio a 21/2-game




Silas was the best _back
courtman in the dying days of
the American Basketball
Association, but suffered a
string of ankle, knee and thigh
injuries the past two years.
Most of his time was spent
gathering splinters on the
bench; when he was able to
play, he found he couldn't do
the things he used, to take for
granted.
"You have no idea what it
*as like to sit there and watch
my team play without me,"
Silas recalled. "The feeling of
helplessness, of not being able
tO do anything about it, was
indescribable."
But Spurs Coach Doug Moe,
knowing what Silas could do
when healthy, stuck with him.
Silas started this season on
the Spurs' bench, but the team
got out of the gate slowly. San
Antonio didn't start winning
until Silas replaced Mike Gale




other," said Gervin, who also
had 30 points against Chicago
but fouled out with three
minutes left in overtime and
the Bulls leading 106-106. "If
we are not the best guard
tandem in basketball, I don't
know who is."
In other NBA games
Tuesday night, Portland
defeated Denver 82-78,
Washington beat Atlanta 109-
105, San Diego trimmed
Milwaukee 117-113 and Los
Angeles topped New Jer_s_ex
127-108.
San Antonio erased a a 100-
88 deficit with 6:45 left, Gervin
sending the game into over-
time on a 30-foot jumper with
50 seconds to go that tied the
score at 104.
After Gervin fouled out in
overtime, Silas took com-
mand. He tied the game with a
20-footer and drew a charging
foul from Reggie Thew. After
Mike Green hit a driving layup
with 115 remaining, Silas
drew another charging foul
from Thetis, then sank two
free throws with six seconds
left to clinch the victory.
Chicago, which has lost
eight of nine, got 27 points
from Artis Gilmore and 19
points and 72 rebounds from
Mark Landsberger.
Pacers 112, Rockets IIM
Indiana won its fourth in a
row behind 20 points and 16













Miller. "One of our objectives
is to improve with every
game, and I think we're doing
that."
Senior guard Mike Brad-
shaw paced Murray with 18
points, including 8-of-11
shooting from the free-throw
line. Jeff Kursave and Nick
Swift aded 12 points apiece.
Kursave grabbed 11
rebounds to lead Murray High
in that department, and
Harcourt pulled down nine.
Cairo, now 16-1, is ranked
No. 5 by the Associated Press'
state-wide poll. The Pilots,
after dropping a 76-61 decision
to McCleansboro, Ill., to open
their season, have since won
their last 16.
Miller also pointed to the
officiating as a factor, but not
in the usual manner. -Illinois
see TIGERS
next page, eel. 4
points by reserve Billy Knight.
The Pacers led 49-28 midway
through the second period,
saw Houston come within four
in the fourth quarter but held
on.
Blazers 82, Nuggets 78
Rookie Mychal Thompson
scored 24 points and Maurice
Lucas got five in a row late in
the fourth quarter as Portland
beat Denver.
Denver, center Dan Issel
was kaociced unconscious
briefly when he went down in a
tangle of bodies under the
Jackie Mounts (40) defenses a University of Louisville rebounder as Cindy Barris (15) watches.
The Cardinals defeated the Murray State women Monday night, and the Racers will attempt torebond against Morehead in a 5:15 p.m. game in the Sports Arena tonight.
Staff Photo
Portland basket with 8:35
remaining. He suffered a
sprained back and neck.
Clippers 117, Bucks 113
San Diego snapped an 89-89
tie with 15 straight points to
take control midway through
the fourth quarter as
Milwaukee lost for the 17th
time in 21 road games. Randy
Smith led the Clippe with 26
points while rookie 'Freeman
Williams got 12 of his 19 points
in the final period.
Marques Johnson topped the
Bucks with 39 points,
Racers To Compete
In Indiana Relays
Murray State track coach
Bill Cornell will dispatch his
squad to compete against 23
teams in the prestigous
Indiana Relays in
Bloomington, Ind. Friday and
Saturday.
Murray opened its indoor
season last Saturday with a




placed first in the competition,
Richard Charleston in the
mile run (4:08) and David
Warren in the 1,000 yard run
(2:11.3).
"I was fairly pleased," cited
Cornell, "but the competition
Jeff Garrison poured in 25
points to help East Calloway
gain a split of its doubleheader
against Southwest in junior-
high basketball action last
night.
The East boys dropped
Southwest 58-45, while the
Southwest girls upped their
season mark to 7-1 by edging
East 3440.
East Boys 58, SW 45
Garrison led a comeback
that enabled the Lakers to up
their season slate to 3-5. East
traied 26-21 at the half, but a
21-point fourth period gave it
the victory.
Mari Williams added 16
points for the winners, while
Jeff Butterworth.had 16 points
will be a lot tougher this
week."
Among the top teams
competing in the Indiana
Relays are Alabama, Notre
Dame, Ohio State, Tennessee.
Mississippi State, Kentucky,





representation this week will
be high jumper Alex Leit-
meyer, who will make his first
appearance in the 1979 indoor
season. Leitmeyer currently
holds the ()VC indoor high
jump record of 7-2, which he
achieved in Last season.
SW Girls 34, East 30
Lynn Cothran's 18 points
helped Southwest hold off
East, despite 10 points each
from Beth Hooks and Noreen
Herndon.
Cindy Anderson chipped in
10 points for the winners, and
Donna Coles added six. Vicki
Houghton finished with eight
for East.
Kad 211 nerriaon. 26. Williams, HI
/419e Wicker, 7, Rink Wagoner, 7, Rrsd
Skinner. 11; John Farris, 1
Southwest (45) Butterworth, IS.
MOM agarlden, 8, )ioward, it,
Peschelt 3. "
%adhered (341 -- Colas. 6 Cothran II
Anderson, lit
Fast se) - Sada. IS. lioughton. g




InMeavy Doh, TO and
30 vatiOhts >2 3
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special CAwrespeadeat
NEW YORK - It was a day
that President Carter threw
open the White House doors to
China's deputy prime
minister, violence continued
unabated in Iran, political
terrorism plagued the
government in Italy and Pope
John Paul II walked among
the oppressed peons of
Mexico.
In New York, the United
Nations, the anointed in-
strument of international
understanding, paused to
gawk and delight at the antics
of one Muhammad Ali -- one-
time fighter, poet, corn-pone
philosopher, Moslem preacher
and now renowned painter.
The act is old but it never
fades.
-Ladies and gentlemen,
Muhammad Ali!" the door-
man bellowed as the moon-
faced, unschooled ring
champion was ushered into a
room normally set aside for
pontiffs presidents,
statesmen and shahs.
"Just like the President of
the United States," All
murmered half under his
breath as he strode through
the crowd to a seat festooned
with microphones and ha
in television kleig lights. His
frozen, -serious demeariOr
marikedirPlenlid grin.
He wore a black pin-stripe
suit, white shirt and polka dot
tie. His face was mostly
somber, his mood mellow. No
chest-thumping. No bombast.
All, one of the world's great
OIL TleEATMERT
When you change oe
when you add
oil follow up vnth
SIP 0,1 Treatment
US for kilts who







his cloak of propriety.
"Imagine me, a black man
with no education, here among
the world's great thinkers
being interviewed on the big
issues of the day," he said. "I
am the °fittest man in the
world this could happen to."
Twelve years ago
Muhammad All was stripped
of his title, labeled • a
''slacker" because of his
refusal to enter mill*
service and subjected ft,o
public acorn.
He could never bounce back,
critics said. But he did,
regaining his world
heavyweight title, lasing and
winning it a record third time
and then emerging as one of
the most widely admired
personalities - sports and
otherwise - of our age.
All began his whirlwind New
York visit by receiving his
third key to the city from
Mayor Edward Koch, rushing
to the UN to present one of his
paintings to Secretary
General Kurt Waldheim and
then on to Roseland, the
famous dance palace, for .,11
public exhibition of his IR
"masterpieces," drawn in tlie
last four months.
thed----"Ihey aren't Van Gogh,"
said Leroy Nieman, the
famous sports artist and All
tutor.. "If All can write poetry
he should be able to draw." -
The world's UN reportorial
staff was obviously enrap-
tured by the presence of suph
See ALI, page lti•A
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Marquette Nips Creighton 79-77
HERSCHEL NLSSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Digger Phelps says his
Notre Dame basketball team
Id not be ranked No. 1 in
nation, or even in the State
Indiana, but don't tell that
Top-Ranked Irish Smash Brown
to the Brown Bruins.
"Obviously with the number
of first-place votes they got,
they should have been No. 1,"
Phelps said of undefeated but
second-ranked Indiana State,
which received 32 first-place




Swot Cli IS w Anderson 64
Asliard lassal 43 ot
Rielmont Maid MI Boyle Co 55
Frirefeet a Seen Ire 72
Covioscoln  73 Casey Co 64
Lee Co 86 Powell Co 49
,as. Betsy Layne V Prestonsburg 12
0%,'....:Harian Co 66 Lone Jack 64
e,,...1.ou Atherton 93 Ky Country Day 41
'Lou Ballard 110 Tho Jefferson 73
pes1.041 Beth Haven 89 Portland Chris 31...s!.lou Durrett 71 Lou Butler 61
4.:F.rninence 75 Ninth & 004
North Hainan 76 Jeff ersantown 63
Pleasure Ridge 55 lou Doss 51
Lou Western 74 Lou Waggener 51
•%; Adair Cu 75 Campbellsville 57
Boone Co 67 Covington Cats 66
Bourbon Co 70 Pendleton Co 58
Garrard Co 51 Estill Co 50
•:`: Henry Co 112 Carroll Co 78
:•;,, Ky Deaf School SS Nancy 6$
...•:laRue Co 57 East Hartlyi 45
";70:- Madison Can 73 laurel Co 57 •
4:e; Marion CO 59 Washuigton Co $6
Maysville 71 Bracken Co 50
Maysville St Pat 93 L' Breck 61
Meade Co 63 Bardstown 67
- Millard 60 Johns Creek 60
- Oneida 76 Barbourville 59
Paintsville 73 Johnson Cent 57
Pulaski Co 79 Danville 61
'Todd Cent 82 Edrnonson Co 68
Virgie 98 Elkhorn City 64
West Carter 75 Raceland 40
Clinton C.. 75 Eubank 62
7 Christian Co 76 Henderson Co 74
-;-• Warren East 12 Auburn 57
Franklin-Stmp 68 Warren Cent 62
Ell 69 MURRAY 64
:• 7 -Elizabethtown 57 Glasgow 45
-7 -;Barren Co 89 Hart Co 49
2,•:. Todd Co Cent 62 Edmanson Co 68
Marshall Co 50 Ballard Mem 47
c9 tiocsapci_ss
pyrrisonia 72 St Marty 71
„Lyon Co 71 West Hopkins 59
•:•lest Lafayette 17 Co.. Holy Cross 57
Silver Grove 74 Augusta 36
•.College Basketball
EAST
Boston St 63. Framingham St 59
Buffalo St 5. Oswego St 67
•:•:(1.ark 109. Nichols 75
Delaware St 60, Morgan St 53
•:•Vordham 76. Columba 75
Lebanon Valley 83, W Maryland 69
Navy 79. Catholic U. 51
:. Norwich 78. St Joseph's 06
- Pratt 56. C W. Post 47, OT
SOUTH
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C 4rharlotte 59. Jacksonville 54
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.-,Virginis Tech 113. CCNY 51
MIDWEST
Mankato St. 81, Michigan Tech 65
Marquette 79, Creighton Ti
• Mo -Kansas City 83. Mo Southern 75
• Notre Dome M. Brown 51
7 St Francis. Ind 69. Illinois Tech 62
Toledo /01. Butler 71
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.49
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15 Les Bryan Station
Walton-Verona 52. Beechwood 46
Simon Kenton 79 Alex Brossart 78
Newport 57 Campbell ('0 54 ot
Dixie Heights 62 Gallatin Co 61 ot
Grant Co 106 Wilbaunstown 43
Mason Co 79 Tollesburo 611
Wingo 91 Fulton 68
Lou Ahrens $6 Lou Shawnee 55
Lou Central 611 I LAI Manual 64
Lou Iroquois 64 Lou Moore 79
Lou Male fill Lou Southern 67 .01
Lou Seneca 67 Lou Eastern 55
Lou Stuart 71 Lou Valley 69
Lou Westport 55 Bishop David 52
Bath Co 80 Franklin Co 69
Cumberland 71 Everts 49
Fleming-Neon 63 M C Napier 53
Grant Co 106 Williamstown 43
Hopionsville 89 Muhlenberg Cent 69
Len Tates Creek 80 Let Catholic'02
Mosotho Co 80 Lawrence Co 67
Metcalfe Co 71 Allen Co 70
Nelson Co 80 Bards Bethlehem 74
Ohio Co 71 Drakesboro 56
Richmond Madison 64 Jessamine CO 55
Russell Co 59 Wayne Co 57
Shelby Co 59 lx Bryan Station $1
Union Co V Webster Co 57
West Hardin 49 Ft Knox 18
Whitley Co 610 Jackson Co 55
Williamsburg 54 Knox Cent 41
Tompkinsville 61 Cumberland Co 50
Greenville 71 Central City 74
Tuesdays Girls Games
Corbin 44 Monticello 40
Warren Cm n 85 Franklin-Sarno 40
Pineville 61 Lynn Camp 37
Owensboro 61 Owensboro Cath 33
Prestonsburg 84 Betsy Layne 33
Bullitt Cent 55 Bardstown 46
Lou Shawnee 43 Lou Ahrens 5
Lou Sacred Heart 77 Angela -Menet 57
Lou Mercy 47 Lou Presentation 45
Lou Butler 53 Lou Durrett 46
Lou Doss 58 Pleasure Ridge 49
Lou Manuart2 rou CentrZ 35
Lou Ninth & Cf 40 Eminence 30
Lou Southern 60 Lou Male 39
Lou Valley 56 Lou Stuart 46
Lou Western 54 Lou Waggener 12
Cawood 31 Lynch 13
Harlan 74 Lone Jac* 37
Madisonville 83, nel/O13 Co 44
Trimble Co 58 North Bullstt 37
Webster Co 69 Union Co 32
Woodf ord Co 74 Parts 61
Marshall Co 65 Ballard Mem 51
Loo Ballard 48 Tho Jefferson 16
Lou Seneca 17 Lou Eastern 27
Allen Cent 64 McDowell 55 ,
Alien Co 67 Metcalfe Co 48
Ft Knox 56 West Hardin 75
Laurel Co 56 Wayne Co 37
Ohio Co 69 Hughes-(irk. 56
Boys Top '5
LEXINGTON, Xy. (API - Here are
the top 15 ranked teams in Kentucky boys
high school boaketball, with first-place
votes in parentheses. records and total
points. Results are through Monday night
1. Lox Lafayette 151 19-0 300


























ballots to 15 for Notre Dame.
Nevertheless, the twice-
beaten Irish, coming off a last-
second one-point road loss to
Maryland, did nothing to
tarnish their holdover No. 1
rating Tuesday night,
smashing Brown 80-53 thanks
to 66 percent shooting in the
first half that provided a 46-27
lead at the intermission which
quickly ballooned to 56-27.
Rich Branning led the
balanced Notre Dame attack
with 16 points, Orlando
Woolridge added 12 and Tracy
Jackson 10.
"I knew Notre Dame was
big, strong, quick and
aggressive, but I never knew
they could hit the outside shot
_,Ifisom everywhere," said
Thrown Coach Joe Mullaney.
"There is no team around that
has the depth Notre Dame
"Hey, obviously we're one
of the powers," said Phelps.
"Now is the time to get it
going as a team, to get the
momentum going into the
tournament, to get the right
chemistry going. It has
nothing to do with wins or
losses.
-We were really hopped up
tonight. Some of the
frustration from the Maryland
loss was shown in our defense.
We-were hitting the perimeter
shots, showing a lot of con-
sistency and penetration."
Twelfth-ranked Marquette
was the only other member of
The Associated Press Top
Twenty in action Tuesday
night and the Warriors held off
Creighton 79-77 as -Bernard
-toone-ted a secOnd-hatr-
comeback. Toone scored 18 of
his 26 points after the in-
termission as Marquette
erased a 42-38 deficit. John C.
Johnson had 25 for the losers
"The thing is not to let
Creighton get ahead or you
can have a lot of trouble," sad
Marquette Coach Hank
Etaymonds, whose club had a
lot of trouble. "It's always
been that way."
In an Atlantic Coast Con-
ference game, North Carolina
State's Hawkeye Whitney set
a record for Clemson's Lit-
tleJohn Coliseum by scoring
43 points but it wasn't enough
as the Tigers toppled the
Wolfpack 85-72. Whitney was
the only N.C. State player in
double figures while Clemson
had four with 13 points or
more, led by Larry Nance's
19.
"Boy, it was a good win for
us," said Clemson Coach Bill
Foster. "Whitney is sure a
heck of a player. We didn't try
to let him score all those
points, but we were able to
stop the others, and that's
good."
So, apparently, is Clemson.
"People are going to start to
wonder about us now because
we have already won more
ballgames than people
thought we would," said
Foster, whose Tigers are 13-5
overall and 3-4 in ACC play
after being picked to finish
dead last.
Earl Evans scored 24 points
and pulled down 12 rebounds
to spark Nevada-Las Vegas
past Iona II6-79. The Rebels,
16-5, took the lead for good
with a minute left in the first
All Delights
Continued From Page 9-A
a distinguised guest, and they
sought to challenge the fighter
on a broad spectrum of world
political subjects.
All showed a lot of deft
footwork:
Who might replace the late
President Houari
Boumediemme in Algeria?
"Never heard the name
before," All said.
What did he think of politics,
such as South Africa's
apartheid policy, invading the
realm of sports? "Politics is in
the eye of the beholder," he
replied. "I don't get involved
in politics."




All people are God's people.
You may look different out-
side - inside everybody's
heart is the same color."
Would All try to settle the
Israeli-Arab impasse? "I'm
not as dumb as I 1ook7
( Laughter). "But President
Carter shouldn't be criticized.
He's done the best he can."
Then Ali volunteered an
explanation of the problem.
"God laid down laws for
man to follow," he said.
-There are God's laws,
natural laws and man's laws.
The law of gravity - what
goes up must come down. A
meteorite burhs up when it
leaves outer space. .
"If you walk in your sleep on
a train going 90 miles an hour
you may think you're home.
But if you fall off, you'll die.
Trouble is, over there people
are disobeying Allah's law."
On his retirement plans:
"I won't fight again - not
for 950 million," Ali replied.
"But I won't retire. I will be
champion forever. I am so
loved around the world that, if
I came back, people in
Malaysia, Philippines,
Algeria - why, thousands
would die of a heart attack."
Tigers Fall-
To Cairo
continued from page 9-A
officiating is different,
rougher I think," he said.
"And Cairo is a very physical
club anyway:"
Both squads shot wet at"
least from the field. Cairo hit
half its attempts (29 of 56) for
50 percent, while the Tigers
were 24 of 44 for 55 percent.
Free throws were a different
story. While Murray hit 16 of
22, Cairo hit only 11 of 28, a
measly 39 percent.
Following the Marshall
County game, Murray's next







Dennison Hunt  43'1/2 244
Peoples Bank  Vs 284
Gary &MsckS Used Cars . 41 27
Land I 31 30
Thurman Formals% 37 31
Murray Ins 301/2 374
Holland Drugs *  30 36
Paradise Kennels X X
Handicaps X 12
Credit Bureau of Murray nida 461/2
HIGH TEAM GAME (SC)
Land lovers 790
Murray Ins.  754
Dennison Hunt 754
HIGH TEAM GAME (HC)
Murray Ins  1047
Land Lovers  1003
Handicaps  995
HIGH TEAM SERIES (SC ,
!And lovers • 2212
Thormart.Furniture  2115
Peoples Bank XIS




HIGH IND. GAME (BC)
Judy Hale  194
Sue lal  192
Isabel Park/  191
HIGH IND. GAME (HC)
Sue lox 
. . , .
258
Isabel Parks 241
Judy Hale .   734
HIGH IND. SERIES (SC)
Wanda Brown  517
Marge HAMMY' . 514
Ethelene McColitiii zi 487
HIGH RID. sEatrsinc)
Sue iAlt  65
Betty Neon • 619
Ronnie Mohundro  
.
.„ 614
HIGH AVERAGES - 
Inis Smith . : .• ... . .... ... 175
Wanda Worn  . -  • 1145
Sorslri MOS 144
Maripallipiass  . IC
'Flame, Mel lillon 152
Barbara lienrkin 150







Howie Grocery & Hardware 40 24
Shoemaker Seed Co X 26
Ky. Lake 011 Co. 37 77
McCuiston Auto Sr Electric 34 30
M.F A Insurance 34 30
Paradise Kennels 321/2 31%
Astro C.ar Wash X 36
East Y Grocery U X
Key Cars 211/2 371/2
Lucky Seven 32 a
HIGH TEAM GAME (SC)
Shoemaker Seed Co Ill
Shoemaker Seed Co III
Key Cars 1101
HIGH TEAM GAME (HC)
Key Cars 700
McCuiston Auto & Electric . . . . 744
Shoemaker Seed Co  739
HIGH TEAM an= (sc
Shoemaker Seed Co 1674
Mc('uiston Auto & Electric INS
Harpole Grocery & Hardware HOS
HIGH TEAM SERIES (HC)
Shoemaker Seed Co . . .. . . 2187
Mc('ulston Auto & Elec.. 2178
Harpote Grocery & Hardware 214:1
HIGH ND. GAME r SC)
Vickie Baker  173
Jane Parks 170
Mary Harris 169
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mark* Bleberich  1310
half on kl2-foot jump shot by
Tony Stab.
Elsewhere:
-Jonathan Moore scored 20
of his 32 points in the first half
as Furman trimmed Western
Carolina 78-68 in a Southern
Conference game.
-Andrew Toney poured in





Paul Littles, a 6-foot, 250-pound defensive tackle, has
become the second player from College of the Canyons
Junior College in Valencia, Calif., to sign an athletic
grant-in-aid to play football for Murray State.
As a two-year starter there, tittles' tackles and assists
totaled 80 last season, and he also had 12 quarterback
sacks and three fumble recoveries.
Littles attended Pompono Beach High School in
Pompano Beach, Fla., where he was selected all-
conference for both seasons he played there. In addition,
he was named defensive player of the week on three
different occasions.
He also wrestled at Pompono Beach, placing sixth in the
heavyweight division in state competition.
Defensive back Terry Love, also from College of the
Canyons, signed with the Racers earlier. The inking of




Murray High boys vs Marshall County; semifinals,
Ballard County Invitational Tournament, La Center, Ky.
I makeup of Jan. 27 round); 6:30 p.m. 2nd game: Mayfield
vs Carlisle County.
Murray State women vs Morehead; 7 p.m., Sports
Arena; admission: free.
Murray Baseball Association Orgizatioual Meeting;
62'30-p.m., Calloway County High School.
_ - Thursday
MurraY State men (3-16) vs Loufsiana-Tech; 730 p.m.,
Sports Arena.
Murray High girls (6-4) vs Hickman County; home.
Friday
Calloway County boys (3-121 at-Farmington.
Murray High boys at Christian County.
_ -
Saturday
Calloway County boys at Paducah Tilghman.
Sunday
Murray High Athletic Booster Club meeting; 2:30 p.m.,
Murray High School,
Mike Bradshaw (above) scored 18 points against Cairo (III.)
High School last night, but Murray High fell 69-64 to the
















Top Name Brands 40% OFF
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Deaths and Funerals 
W. H. (Bill) Smith
Dies Sunday With
Rites On Thursday
William Hardy (Bill) Smith
of Puryear, Tenn., was
pronounced dead on arrival at
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn., on
Sunday morning.
He was 56 years of age, a
self employed painter, and a
veteran of World War II. Born
Aug. 12, 1922, in Henry County,
Tenn., he was the son of the
late Hardy Smith and Mary
Trousda le Smith.
Mr. Smith is survived by
two sisters, Mrs. Gordon
(Mary Mason) Littleton,
Puryear, Tenn., and Mrs.
John (Emma Lou) Coben,
Nashville, Tenn.; two
brothers, Owen Smith, Paris,
Tenn., and Robert L Smith,
Gallatin, Term.
The funeral has been
scheduled for Thursday at 11
a.m. at the LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
Tenn., with burial to follow in
the Puryear City Cemetery.




Harper Swift of Almo Route
1 died this morning at 4:15 at
the Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. He was 88 years of
age.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Velma Pace Swift; seven
daughters, Mrs. Nadine
Drinkard and Mrs. Betty Lou
'Hock, Detroit, Mich., Mrs.
Nell Dodd, Murray, Mrs.
Jocilee -Imam -Manantawisi-
Wisc., Mrs. Robbie Jean
Thurmond, Frankfort, Mrs.
Mary Julia Thiirmond,
Murray Route 1, and Mrs.
Patsy RuttsMahana, St. Louis,
Mo.; two sons, Eldridge Swifk-
Almo Route 1, and Bill Swift,
Murray.
Mr. Swift is also survived by
two sisters, Mrs. Cora Tidwell
and Mrs. Latta Lawrence,
Murray; 40 graNthildren; 48
great grajukhll&en.
In charge of the funeral and
burial arrangements which
are now incomplete is the Max
Churchill Funeral Home







Funeral services for Mrs.
011ie Roberts, widow of Ben
Robets, will be held Thur-
sday at 10 a.m. at the chapel of
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home. Burial will follow in the
Maplewood Cemetery,
Mayfield.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Roberts, 86, died






Puffinbarger, and Mrs. Wade
McNabb; two sons, William
Doris ,Crass and Thomas
Roberts; several grand-




Tuesday at 6:52 p.m. at the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield. He was 72 years of
age. -
A retired farmer, he was
born Sept. 24, 1906. to the late
Walter Wilkerson and Edna
Ray Wilkerson.
kie. Wilkerson is survived
by four sisters, Mrs. Jennie
Prince, Mrs. Lona Wheeler,
Mrs. Leroy Stairs, and Mrs.
Sly 'Cook, all of Mayfield;
three brothers, Ellis
Wilkerson, Farmington Route
1, Leon Wilkerson, Mayfield
Route 1, and Crawford
Wilkerson, Cottage Grove,
Tenn.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with the Rev.
Robert Prince, the Rev.
Alfred Taylor, and the Rev.
Jesse Daugherty officiating.
Pallbearers will be Clint
Midjett, Cecil Wilkins, Carl
Russell, Jesse Heath, Noble
Copeland, and Nolan Taylor.
Burial will follow in the
Story's Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the




Another in a long list of
hubcap thefts has been
reported to the Murray Police.
Four hubcaps were stolen
from a car parked on the
Tappan parking lot sometime





Owned & Operated by






Ralph Ed Graves, candidate
for the Democratic
nomination for governor, has
named Dr. Robert M. Jackson
of Clinton, as Purchase area
chairperson for the -Graves
for Governor" campaign.
Jackson will work with state
head chairpersons Clair
Nichols and Joseph McBrid
in organizing county com-




AMERICAN HISTORY MONTH — Mrs. John I. Livesay, right, regent of the CaptainWendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution, holds theproclamation just signed by County Judge-Executive Robert 0. Miller, center,proclaiming the month of February as American History Month in Murray andCalloway County. On the left is Mrs. loaf D. Cole, chairman of the history committeeof the local DAR Chapter. This special observance of American History Mordh is beingpromoted throughout the nation by the DAR Included in the activities is the AmericanHistory Essay Contest by students in various schools throughout the country on thesubject of 'Travel in the Thirteen Colonies.' Kentucky Governor Julian Carroll has alsoproclaimed the month of February as American History Month in Kentucky.
Staff Photo by Debbee 4,4 Lee
Januar, 31 19's
Sen. Baker Takes First National Health InsuranceStep To Presidential Bid
WASHINGTON (AP) -
Senate Minority Leader
Howard Baker of Tennessee
today took the first formal
step toward mounting a
campaign for the 1980
Republican presidential
nomination.
In papers filed with the
Federal Election Commission,
Baker established an ex-
ploratory committee that will
allow him to raise and spend
funds for his prospective
presidential campaign.
Baker spokesman Tom
Griscom said no final decision
on a challenge to President
Carter will made until sum-
mer, probably around July 4.
Nonetheless, the decision to
create the committee speeds
up the timetable of Baker's
likely candidacy.
In part, the FEC filing was
made because of the eventual
need by any presidential
candidate to qualify for
federal funds to match
privately raised campaign
contributions.
Griscom said there are no
current plans to raise money
by mass mailings but that
some informal solicitations
will be made for a Baker
candidacy. .
Baker also has plans for
extensive travel to test the
political waters for a
presidential candidacy and
the costs of those trips will be
reported by the exploratory
committee to the FEC.
Over the congressional
Lincoln's Birthday holiday'
next month, Baker plans
speeches in New Hampshire.
Ohio, New York and Illinois.
Griscom said.
Baker had said previously
that he would hold off ans
decision on whether to seek
the GOP nomination in 198e
until the Senate had con-
sidered a strategic arms
treaty with the Soviet Union.
But now it appears that the
treaty may not reach the
Senate for ratification for
some months, so Griscom said
the SALT agreement is no
longer a major consideration.
BSU In Process Of
Raising Funds For
Mission Projects
The Baptist Student Union
at Murray State University is
now in the process of raising
funds for the missions project
of the BSU.
Funds from this project will
go to support missionaries of
the Union.
Tony Drake, chairman of
the work missions project,
said students will be available
for odd jobs for anyone
wishing to make a donation to
the fund.
Persons may call 753-5771 to
reserve a student for any work
they desire to have done
around their homes or
businesses, Drake said.
Stock Market
Pnces M Mock or local interest atnoon. EDT, today, firobibod to the
Ledger k Ilasee by Pleat ar Michigan.Corp . ot Murray, are Ns Mows:
Industrie Average 4.59
Air Products 2Pk Aa....~...mare,c, WA.Ashland Oil X -1American Telephone 63% -t-%Bonanza 444B 54sAChrysler 10% AiFord Motor Olt -%GAY. 11% -litGeneral Care 7 -%General =lee IIII% -19knraerai 57% -%Gemara The X% -%Geeregli X% lacHordes. 13% 4-%Heubiets 29% -1%rem 310% -14$4Pennwalt 33% uncQuaker Oats 24% -%
TaPPw1 ' 11% oneTexaco 24% -%Wal-Mart • 23% -V4Wendys  22L4B 23A
Library Luncheon
Reservations Need
To Be Made Today
Reservations for the special
luncheon at the Calloway
County Public Library on
Thursday, Feb. 1, at 12 noon,
may be made through today.
Wednesday.
Pecsons may call the
library, 753-2288, today to
make their reservations for
the Thursday luncheon of
Minestrone, an Italian soup,
Italian garlic bread, and a
dessert of Latin origin, ac-
cording to Margaret
Trevathan, librartan
Presenting the program will
be members of the cast of the
"Spoon River Anthology," a
production presented by local
people who have an interest in
the classic work of Edgar Lee
Masters.
RIVER & LAKE DATA
River 7 a.m. 38.9, down 0.1.
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 354.6,
up 0.1.
Below dam 327.1, down 0 4.
Barkley lake 7 a.m. 354.6,
UP ff.
Bilnirdfitn 234.4. up 0.2.





The Alpha Phi social
sorority of Murray State
University is sponsoring a
lillipop sale for the. Heart
Fund Feb. 1-15.
The lollipops will be on sale
at various campus buildings
and local businesses during
the drive.
Other fund raising events
include a cupcake sale and a
coin-toss at MSU Racer
basketball games.
All funds collected from
sales will be used in the
Calloway County area.
Last year. the Alpha Phi's





LEXINGTON, Ky. AP) -
Island Creek Coal Co. and
Citizens Gas and Coke Utility
of Indianapolis. Ind., jointly
announced Tuesday the
signing of two 30-year coal
contracts worth an estimated
$400 million.
Island Creek, a Lexington-
based subsidiary of
Occidental Petroleum Corp.,
will supply the company with
approximately 300.000 tons of
high-and low-volatile coat per
year from Virginia and West
Virginia, according to an
Island Creek statement.
The contract runs from July
through mid-2009.
The Indiana utility will use
the coal in two existing
foundry coke batteries and
plans to use part of the con-
tracted coal for a new battery
now under construction, the
statement said.
Hog Market
Program May Be Proposed
By MICHAEL PUTZEL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - PresidentCarter has tentatively decided topropose a national health insuranceprogram that over time would
guarantee every American the samebasic benefits with no individual beingbilled for any service covered.
It would be called HealthCare.
The benefit package, whether offered
by HealthCare or a federally approved
private insurance company, would pay
for hospital bills, physician fees,
prescription drugs, outpatient,
laboratory and X-ray services, and help
for alcoholics, drug addicts and the
Mentally ill.
It also would protect everyone from
being bankrupted by a catastrophic
illness or accident. But families able to
pay would still be billed by health care
or their insurance companies for 25
percent of their medical bills up to a
maximum of $1,500 a year.
The plan also would clamp govern-
ment controls on hospital and doctors'
fees and thereby make the program
less expensive.
No specific cost figure is given in the
draft plan, but earlier official estimates
for a similar prqgram put the amount of
new funds required at "a rough
minimum" of $40 billion, with $30
billion of that to be paid by the federal
government and $10 billion by the
nation's employers.
The federal government now pays $57
billion a year for Medicare and a 55
percent share of Medicaid, both of
which would be incorporated in the new
HealthCare program.
Health, Education and Welfare
Secretary Joseph A. Calif ano Jr., said
Tuesday Carter has told him "to brief
congressional leaders, the experts in
the Congress, the key interest groups."
After their views are assessed, the
secretary said, the president will
decide how to proceed.
Sources who asked not to be identified
said Carter still could change a number
of elements in the plan or alter the
timetable for putting it into effect. But
they say the draft is the essential
document representing his choice of the
many options that have been under
study for nearly two years.
A key element of the plan would
establish HealthCare as a federal in-
surance program but leave private
companies free to compete with it if
they agree to provide,the basic benefits
and pay the same rates. Private firms
also would be permitted to bid against
each other to serve as fiscal agents for
HealthCare, a role similar to one they
now play with Medicare.
"Individuals enrolled in either
HealthCare or private plans would be
covered for the same standard benefit
package and treated equally by health
service providers, because all in-
surance plans would reimburse_
providers at the same rates," the plan
says. "Providers (such as doctors and
hospitals) would have no reason to,
distinguish between persons enrolled in
different insurance plans because all
financial transactions would occur
between providers and insurance plans,
rather than providers and patients; and
all plans would pay the same amount
for a given service."
This would eliminate two major
complaints about the existing govern-
ment health care systems: Some
doctors refuse to treat Medicaid
patients because many states refuse to
pay as much as the doctors can get
from other patients. And an increasing
number of physicians refuse to agree
not to bill their Medicare patients if
Medicare doesn't pick up their entire
bill.
To finance the Carter plan, em-
ployers would be required to pay a
minimum amount of the premium for
each' employee, either to rr private
insurer or to the government. That
minimum would begin at 50 percent in
the first phase, with the employee
picking up the other half. The employer
contribution would rise to 75 percent
when the plan is fully implemented.
Employees and their unions could
bargain in the usual way for the
company to pick up all or part of the
employee's 25 percent share.
The present 1 percent tax on earnings
that goes to Medicare instead of Social
Security would go instead to Health-
care.
The balance of the costs, those for
insuring the elderly, the poor, the
unemployed and uninsurable and those
for a federal reinsurance fund to un-
derwrite catastrophic expenditures -
would be paid for out of general tax
funds.
— Ter1.-g.11 1110-(tontinued From Page One)
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for Human Resources has
provided a heart monitor
defibrillator and an incubator
to the Fort Campbell
emergency medical helicopter
transportation service.
The service, known as
MAST ( Military Assistance to
Safety and Traffic), was
created in July, 1970 by the U.
S. Department of Defense to
provide emergency medical
transportation to civilians
within 100 miles of the U.S.
Army installation at Fort
Campbell. It serves Calloway
County, along with other
sections of Western Kentucky.
The Cardiac monitor
defibrillator will be used for
treatment of heart attack
patients and the incubator will
provide care for critically-ill




Secretary Peter Conn said,




civilian patients at times when
ground transportation is not
practical. We hope this
equipment will enable the
service _tit...provide more
definitive rare to emergency
medical patients."
The department purchased
and donated the equipment at
the request of the MAST unit.
predicted the Senate would approve
legislation"Viat will enable us to build
the relationship with China."
Indeed, at one point, members of the
House International Relations Com-
mittee lined up - like small boys
outside a stadium locker room - for
Teng's autograph.
It began when Rep. Paul Findley, R-
Ill., asked the vice premier to
autograph his portrait on the cover of
Time magazine.
Teng seemed puzzled at first, then
took a fountain pen and., in bold strokes,
drew the Chinese characters of his
name.
Within minutes a line had formed as
committee members waited with their
printed programs and pieces of paper
for their own autographs.
Foremost among the proposals
Carter is asking Congress to approve is
the nomination of Leonard Woodcock as
U.S. ambassador in Peking.
Although no date has been set for his
confirmation hearings before the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee
Woodcook has said fie- expas- theft" fti
become a "battleground" if con-
servatives opposed to the severance of
ties with Taiwan use the sessions as a
forum for their views.
Carter also is seeking legislative
approval for a private, non-profit
corporation, the American Institute, to
replace the U.S. embassy in
representing Americans' dealing with
the Taiwanese government.
The administration also fetes to
head off resolutions in both the Senate
and House declaring U.S. support for
Taiwan if it were invaded from the
mainland.
Members of Congress pressed Teng
repeatedly to disavow a military
takeover of Taiwan. His constant reply,
they said of the prelate meetings, was
to stress that China seeks a peaceful
solutionl
In a speech Tuesday night, Teng said,
"We wish from the bottom of our hearts
to resolve this question in a peaceful
way.... Naturally things do not depend
on our wishes alone. We'll have to see
Eagles Weekend Set For
Lake Barkley Feb. 23-25
GOLDEN POND - The 10th annual
agles-Weekend will be at Lake
Barkley State Resort Park, near Cadiz,
Kentucky February 23-25.
The three-day event is cosponsored
by the Kentucky Department of Parks
and TVA's 170,000-acre public
demonstration area, Land Between The
Lakes (LBL). Nationally renowned
naturalists and area eagle specialists
will present lectures and guide field
trips to LBL.
Tom Dunstan, eagle specialist and
associate professor of biology at
Western Illinois University will be the
featured speaker.
Dunstan has studied the bald eagle
for the past eight years in areas sup-
porting breeding and wintering
populations. His eagle steshes, have
been supported in part by the National
Geographic Society, the National
Audubon Society, the Society of Sigma
Xi, and the Western Illinois University
Research Council.
Other participants include Dr. Bob
Goetz, professor of biology, Murray
State University; Dr. Clell Peterson of
the Kentucky Ornithological Society:
and Marilyn Williamson, West Ten-
nessee Regime] Naturalist.
Eagles Weekend provides the public
the opportunity to observe and learn
about eagles and other birds of prey.
The public is invited to share color
slides or prints of past Eagles
Weekends during this year's program.
For additional information contact
Eagles 79, TVA, Land Between The
Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231, or
telephone (502) 924-5602, extension 221.
Most congressmen wfris talked with
the vice premier echoed the remarks of
Washington's Sen. Jackson that Teng
plainly plans no force but won't say so
because. "he would lose. All his
bargaining power."
Yet others said Teng gave them no
-assurances at all on Taiwan. Sen. Jesse
Helms, R-N.C., said that, "What he was
saing is, of course, somewhere along
the line we are going to use force."
Before going to Capitol Hill, Teng met
with Carter, discussing Taiwan.
China's atmosperic nuclear tests,
trade, an aviation agreement,
maritime relations and journalist and
student exchanges.
Afterward, Carter said their two days
of talks had been "far-reaching, frank,
honest, cordial, harmonious, beneficial
and constructive."
Teng, through his interpreter, said he
agreed "with every word that the
president has just said."
Imes...
iContinued From Page One)
responsible to the taxpayers could
authorize it (the fieldhouse) with the
feeling of austerity that is coming to all
facets of government," Imes said.
"The old fieldhouse hasn't been filled,
to my knowledge, in the last three or
four years," Imes added. "I don't know
if we can justify a new fieldhouse at
MSU at this time.
Imes, at the age of 24, was the
youngest state legislator when first
elected. He is currently serving his
third successive term.
Imes returned to Murray in 1967
following graduation from the Ken-tucky School of Mortuary Science.Upon his return he joined with the J. H.Churchill Funeral Home. He iscurrently involved in a farmingoperation in Calloway County.
Cannon Named As Arts Group LiaisonJohnny Cannon, a senior at
Murray State University, will
be serving as liaison to per-
forming arts groups across
the state for the Kentucky
Arts Commission, according
to Anne Ogden, program
director for the Kentucky Arts
Commission.
Cannon will be working for
the commission under an
administrative intern
program. Each year 15 college
and university students are
State Anti-Abortion
Committee Is Formed
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
Formation of a state anti-
abortion political action
committee was announced
here Tuesday by its chairman,
Al Arbogast, who said its
immediate concern "is the
position of candidates for
governor and lieutenant
governor on the human life
issue."
Arbogast, 61, a general
insurance agent, said the
committee was formed "for
those who oppose abortItm on
demand and are working for
protection of human life at
every state of its biological
development."
The group now has only
about 20 members and has
collected no money. Arbogast
said, but will endorse and give
financial support to can-
didates favoring their anti-
abortion stance. •
He said the committee plans
to interview candidates for all
offices, not just governor and
lieutenant governor, to
ascertain their positions
No endorsements will be
made until all candidates have
been interviewed, Arbogast
said.
selected to come to Frankfort
and gain classroom credit
while working for and
studying state goveriment.
As an intern, Cannon will be
required to take academic
courses and write a research
paper on a problem related to
the Arts Commission under
the direction of Bill Strunk,
coordinator of the intern
program. Interns are paid for
their work within a particular
agency and receive from 15 to
21 hours of college credit.
"Cannon will be visiting
performing arts groups across
and learning about their
needs and problems," Ogden
added.
A speech and theater and
political science major at
Murray, ('annon has a desire
to combine his interests in
government and the corn-
_munication field, "This in-
ternship gives me an op-
portunity to work at both my
Interests at once," said
Cannon. "It will help me
decide on a career, but I will
probably go on and get a
masters in communication."
Cannon said he will
especially enjoy working with
Kentucky's local community
theaters. A native of Murray,
Cannon has been very active
in the Murray-Calloway
County Community Theater,
*tech was formed in 1977.
Since its inception the group
has grown from 500 members
to over 1000. Cannon has
served as public relations
director, oral history project
director and on the board of
directors for the group.
He is currently chairman of
community theaters for the
Kentucky . Theater
Assotiation. He is also listed




interested in learning more
about programs and grants
available from the Kentucky
Arts Commission can contact





















































































































To Offset Tax Cuts
House Revenue Committee Continues Its
I Probe Of Agency Budgets For Extra Money
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
; FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
$ The House Appropriations and
I Revenue Committee was to
continue probing agency
:'. budgets today for money to
,!• offset the effect of proposed
tax cuts.
The committee contends the
Legislature should trim
agency programs, while the
Senate is leaning toward
funding tax cuts from the
budget surplus.
House Mai subcommittees
have studied agency budgets
and have recommended cuts
ranging from less than 1
percent to more than 3 per-
cent.
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-
t- Danville, the chairman, hasadvised committee members
that when they receive
i- nadequate response from an
agency or are unable to
.; identify soft , spots in an
agency budget, they might
consider an across-the-board






. LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
-Doctors at - the Methodist
..EVangeUcal Hospital report
tests indicate Lt. Goy. Thelma




_treatment of flu symptoms
Und the ulcer turned up during
tests.
A statement from Mrs.
Stovall's office said doctors
indicated the ulcer has
already begun to heal itself
and the only treatment an-
ticipated will be a temporary
bland diet.
Mrs. Stovall is listed in good
condition. No date has been
set for her release.
recommendations until all
agency heads who wished to
do so could comment, but
Clarke said he hoped the
committee could complete its
budget recommendations
today and send the bill to the
floor.
The legislation has already
had its first reading in the
House and was referred back - universities to raise to the
to the committee Tuesday by level of other institutions with
the House Rules Committee respect to academic
for amendment. programs."
Snyder said budget cuts
The Rules Committee also would affect the University of
sent back to the committee Louisville's takeover of
House Bill 44, a measure to Louisville General Hospital
limit property tax increases, and the expansion of the neo-
House Speaker William natal care center at the
Kenton, 1)-Lexington, said the University of Kentucky's
bill was referred back for medical center.
"treatment." "You have made the best
Sources said an attempt argument for our approach,"
would be made in committee Clarke said. "You've played
to raise the annual property the Washington monument
tax lid from 3 to 4 percent. game."
Among state officials ap- Clarke's reference was to
pearing before the committee
Tuesday were Harry Snyder,
executive director of the
Kentucky Council on Higher
Education.
Snyder told the committee
that any budget cuts — even 1
percent — -would certainly
delay and perhaps stymie the
ability of (Kentucky)
Carroll May Talk To
Assembly Tonight On
Budget Cutting Views
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll hopes to
address a joint session of the
General Assembly tonight to
discuss his recommendations
on the state _budget,... a
spokesman says.
Gary Auxier, the governor's
press secretary, said Carroll
would ask to address the
session at 7:30 p.m. EST to
respond to requests., from
legislators concerning his
views on the budget.
Carroll is "doing this in
order to assist the General
Assembly in dealing
responsibly with the issues
before them," Auxier said.
The special legislative
session has been considering a
number of ways to reduce
taxes and the means to
finance those reductions.
Carroll also planned to meet






FRANKFORT, Ky.. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll has named
his wife, Charlann, as
honorary chairwoman of the
International Year of the
Child celebration in Kentucky.
This year was designated by
the United Nations as the year
of the child to promote
awareness of children's needs
and to encourage development
of programs to help children.
the U.S. Park Service gambit
of cloning the famous land-
mark to tourists when
threatened with a budget cut.
"We're saying take 1 per-
cent and spread it around,"





Guess, acting director of the
School Building Authority,
about the impact of proposed
budget cuts on his agency.
Guess said the proposed
cuts would undermine his
agency's ability to sell bonds
to finance school construction
projects.
0 BE IN THE SCHOOL BAND is one choice a junior high student at East Elementary
may select among their exploratory courses. Students at East Elementary may begin in the
school band when they enter the sixth grade. The band is instructed by Mrs. Lavonne Wells.
The band meets everyday throughout the year. Shown here is Mrs. Wells and some of the
East's band students they are from left to right back row, Tony Lovett, and Jon Seeling,
front row, Nicole Fravell, Tammy Taylor, Ashley Miller and Mrs. Wells.• -
Injunction Lets Iowa Female Firefighter
Breastfeed Four-Month-Old Cfriki At Work
By MARCY McCAY
Associated Press Writer
IOWA CITY, Iowa (AP) — A
temporary injunction was
issued Tuesday to allow
firefighter Linda Eaton to
breastfeed her son at the fire
station while the Iowa Civil
Rights Commission in-
vestigates charges of sex
discrimination.
"It feels wonderful," Miss
Eaton beamed after hugging




was suspended last week for
nursing 4-month-old Ian
during "personal time" at the
fire station.
Johnson County District
Judge Ansel Chapman issued 
the temporary injunction after
nearly two days of testimony
from nine witnesses. But he
warned that the question of
right or wrong has not been
determined.
"We are not deciding the
merits of this case," Chapman-,
said. "We are not deciding
whether Linda Eaton has the
right to nurse her baby in the
Income tax time is now at hand and once again it's time to
start gathering together your forms, receipts, etc., in
preparation for filling out your 1978 return.
Tuesday, February 6, The Murray Ledger & Times will publish
a special section that should be helpful as you undertake the an-
nual task.
If you or your firm would be interested in being included in the
section, contact The Murray Ledger & Times Advertising Staff at
753-1919 on or before Friday, February 2nd.
Murrayr Ledger & Times
fire station under the
protection of the U.S. Con-
stitution and the Iowa Civil
Rights Act."
The judge said Miss Eaton
could nurse her son no more
than twice a day at the
firehouse "so long as there is
no disruption of training,
study, procedure or her ability
to respond to emergency fire
calls."
He said maintaining the
status quo "will not interfere
with fire protection in Iowa
City."
The judge said the tem-
porary injunction will rPmain
in effect until he receives a
report from the Iowa Civil
Rights Commission, which'
intervened in the case on Miss
Eaton's behalf.
"I'll leave it with the court,"
Fire Chief Robert Keating
said when asked if he was





LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) —
Shareholders of Falls City
Brewing Co. have given ap-
proval to the acquisition of two
of the company's brand names
by the G. Heileman Brewing
Co. Inc., of LaCrosse, Wis.
Heileman will pay Falls City
about $1.35 million for the
Falls City and Drummond
Bros. Preferred brand names.
Heileman already has been
producing both beers at its
Newport, Ky., plant under a
working agreement with Falls
City.
Heileman did not purchase a
third brand brewed by Falls
City — Billy Beer, named for
and promoted by Billy Carter,
the president's brother.
Stockholders also approved
a name change to Falls City
Industries Inc. and a
resolution authorizing the
board to attempt to sell most
of the firm's property and
buildings.
Falls City will retain control
of a St. Louis trucking firm
which acquired in January
1978.
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$50 on Washer/Dryer 
pair or $25 for each 
Washer or Dryer bought 
separately.
'INSTANT REBATE to be 
DEDUCTED l rear 






Mort Watet Tr, Owe,
AUTOMATIC WASHER
MultCycIo T•mer handles all
wash sobs -PLUS a Pre-Soak





























Cycle Timer- -6 cycles for
drying all types of fabric
Chace of 5 Temperatures for
Drucw drying a7 110 N
SPEED QCIEEN
e‘) l.ArTIIINT1/1






























5 LIS ROUND STEAK
5 LBS PORI STUB
5115 FRYER DIRT
5 LIS CIRCLE 1 SAUSAGE
OR FRONTIER SAUSAGE
LIS GROUND RIFF
25 LBS. Of NEAT
5 LBS. ROUND STEAK
LBS. POIR STUB
LIS. 01011110 5511
5 L16. RYER QTRS.
5 LOS. CIRCLE I SAUSAGE
5 LIS. KROGER MINERS




3 LBS. CINJCII STUB
3 LBS. POOL STEAK
4 MS. FRYER On.
4 LBS. CIRCLE 9 SAUSAGE
OR FROOffiEff SAUSAGE
3 LBS. GROUND SEE/
1 7 LIS Of MAI
51995
ADVERTISED ITEM POUCT
Each of those advertised items is required to be readily ovoek3ble for soli
in each Kroger store, except as specifltally noted in this od If we do run
out of on odvertised item, we will offer you your choice of a comporabie
item, when available, reflecting the same savings or a roincheck which
will entitle you to purchase the advertised item at the odrertised prKe
within 30 days.
Prices effective thru F. 6tb
Quantity f 401 r Kir Yid
Copyright 1979
The Kroger Compony










































$1 49Pork Loin LB.
01010
$1 79Lamb Shoulder LB.
FRES-519041
Fish-N-Batter Fillets i•oz.si 3911
Family Pak
Catfish Steaks is.$1 39
301111 11101111111 NUT OR
Beef Wieners la 99'
igced Bologna 120:4129pie.





1•Fivisisly emindit, Nose pecked wft% ice ift MANI coarse/sere
*Redid directly is Kreger from relbele lest- Celt Stilwell
•Accirstely 1611fillsd species. *Open-doted flit • 4
frisbees,. evo,lobli Thu, scloy Friday & Sotwdor Only
FROM MIN























%mew In-Store Sailed Fresh Baked Homesryle
GARLIC CHOCOLATE PLATE
CO E BREAD CHIP COOKIES LUNCH
SLAW


















OSCAR MAYER MEAT OR BEEF 79Wieners & Franks  ;1LB.
OSCAR MAYER 101. PEG. 99' -
Sliced Bologna  II1201.$ 49PIG. 
—0--OSCAR MATER Pt P. SPICED LUNCH, WIVE OS 11141 $ 19
Spiced Lunch Meats PEG. I
KROGER BY - TRU PIECE
Jumbo Bologna 
SERVE & SAYS
Lunch Meats Le $1 19
SING 
Sli Ca" Bacon 
Fresh t
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Patio Mexican Dinners 1202.. PIG 69'
ASSOIMD VARIETIES
Totino's Pizza 1302.PIG. 97'
IROGER FROZEN 
---1 ill. 59'French Fries PKG.
KROGER lettrnw SPROUTS 011









STOREl Y CR1AM MI OR WNW UMW 120612
Golden Corn 
3 16„0161. 89' Instant Coffee
I1060 sucx3 It 894 














SHORTENING • • • COO





































Brown & Serve Rolls 3 "a $119PUGS
VIOGER RUSTY PLAIN
Brown & Serve Rolls 2 74°Gt 88'
COUNTRY OVEN
Cinnamon Rolls  2 ipta$1 19
COVINTRT OVEN 13101111 SIIVI
























































































COST CUTTERS!You'll find the cost-cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items througnout our store Plus eoch week




















































MANTRA vnifft mot CORN
1 02
Muffin Mix ......PIG.
Flapstick Mix .s.v.'oti 2/49' .!.4.54






MARINA linen COTTON PICINI'
03.






































le 01 $1 35















Vac-Pac Coffee CAN 
$537
210011
































Hot Tea Bags PUG I
250041 SAKI





























OIL 24 OZ 99'
HORMEL












MUSHROOMS 21/2 0Z. 49'
GREEN GIANT





























DONUTS 140Z. 79 4
NATURES BEST CUT




S 8 9COFFEE 1 LB. BAG
TANG INSTANT
SORANGE DRINK 270Z. 189
CAMPBELL
PORK 81 BEANS 300sizE3/894
160Z. 8 PK
TRAIL BLZER


























QUARTERS  1 LB. 49'
PILLSBURY BUTTERMILK
-OR COUNTRY STYLE
41/2 OZ.8 /BISCUITS 
1
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5 LB. GROUND BEEF
10 LB. CUT UP FRYERS
3 LB. SLICED BACON
2 LB. PORK SAUSAGE





FAMILY PAK SLICED $ 
1 29SLAB BACON d 6 LB.
9' DRY SALTFAT BACK•••••••••••••••-• OOOOO . OOOOOOOOOOOOO 6OO LB•





SQUASH LB 5 r
2 BUNCHES FRESH ' 
GREEN ONION 49'
RED
'119POTATOES 10 LB BAG 
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reques.ted to check thee
first insertion of ocis for
corrections This
newspaper will be




Y SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROMP-



















26 Waste allow- 22 Bar legally
ts <Ince 23 Expiate
29 Horse 25 Canine
31 Click beetle 27 Weird






Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
III-1 14 S TIS OriA-* 116, N
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2. NOTICE
FOR WA TK INS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S











FREE STORE. What is it?
Free Store is a facility set up
and operated by Bible Facts.
What does it do? It gives
anyone who are unable to
buy the necessaties of life,
food, clothing, furniture,
medical supplies. How in the
world can you do that free?
By faith arid the help of every
one who loves the Lord and
desires to do his will. The
merchants so far contacted,
have been overwhelmingly
receptive to this form of
charity to the people who
have a real need We are a
non-profit Bible teaching
organization and are able to
give reciepts for con
tr Muttons and donations
when needed for tax pur
poses. Everyone in Calloway
County who may have items
of clothing, dishes, furniture,
or anything else they might
wish to contribute to this
effort, and anyone who has a
need of these items are urged
to call 759-4600, Bible Facts,



















on and the Business
Office may be








be submitted by 12
















Hum. Rts. Corn. 753-0849
Humane Soc. 759-4141







State Pol. . 1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep in handy
near the telechone.
S. LOST & FOUND
LARGE MALE, black -and
*_whjte_part pointer bird dog._
~Mg ftell-felllfr-Cosf fri
vicinity of Hwy. 94 east and
east Y subdivision. Will offer
a reward. 753-5693.
.."GOD IS LOVE." There is no
power on earth greater than
love. Let us show you how
you. too may have this love.
Our phone is answered 24
hours a day by servants of
God; Not A Tape. Call 759-
4600. Bible Facts. Hear our
broadcast over WCBL- FM
102.3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and
WSJP AM, Sundays at 12:30.
WHAT WE do best is care.
Needline, 753-6333.
6. HELP WANTED
BABY SITTER wanted in my
home, references required.
Call 753-6115 or 753-3.443.
*ups
I ITS THE RED BARON


















THE FIRST THIN& THEY
TAU6I4T US WAS TO SEEK





THINGS TO DO THAN
WATCH HER ALL PAY
YES---YOu DO TO' YOU














experience helpful but not
mandatory. Send ap-
plications to p.o Box 943.
APPLICATIONS ARE





ping Center. An Equal
Opportunity Employer.
DEALER FOR national
building stone to be used as
residential and commercial
building. Call (812) 275-6510. 
GOOD JOBS available now!
Service veterans E 4 and
above. Immediate openings
for, all honorable discharged
vets out less than 48 months.
High paying positions,
outstanding retirement,
incentives Such as technical
schools or assignments.
Steady advancement. Call
Navy (502) 753-6439. 
Mated: UCSIWIN Reel tstsite
sateseersees wbo srs in-
terested I antis. in Ohs
lilarray arbi. Canted Ways*
maw, 753-3263
MAID, FULL or part time.
Merit pay plus bonus plan
Regal 8 Inn.
MEN, WOMEN, student
s...part time or full time. Call
759-4878 between 12 and 2 pm 
NEEDED: villABYSITTER,
Monday through Friday, in
our home. References









14. WANT TO BUY
LIVING ROOM suite,




'••• Size bed. Must be in
good condition, with
mattress' and box
springs. Call after 5
p.m. 436-2742.
TWIN BEDS, prefer maple
Call 753-8393. -
USED PLAYPEN. 753-0310.
WANT TO BUY good used
moble homes. Call 502 527
1362 4, 
WANTED BABY crib. Call
492-8784.
1$. ARTICLES F.OR SALE
ANTIQUE CAR, 1941 Ford
Coupe, sharp, original in
excellent condition. Call 1




case, street length mink
coat, stereo turntable with
two speakers and stand,




bedroom suite and maple
chest tall 753-8615.
EARLY AMERICAN ivi
room suite, 5 piece, excellent
condition. 435.4323.
FOR SALE: Twin size
mattress, excellent con
dition. Call 753.2911.
FOR SALE: four piece
livingroom furniture set,
excellent condition. Call 753-
0367.
GOLD LIVING room suite in
excellent condition. Phone
753-6432 after 4pm. 
LIVING ROOM suite, dinette
set with hutch, bookcase,
stereo, rocking chair, guitar.
Call 753.7557
LIVING ROOM sofa, chair,
tables, lamps, drapery rods,






Hodge & Son, Inc.
285 So. 5th
MODERN CHROME and
glass dining room table with
6 chairs. Call 7518920.
11. FARM EQUIP.
CORRECTION! NEW 1978
A812, single phase, Farm
• Fans crop dryer Phone 1
345.2794
1965 FORD 2 TON medal bed,
twin hoyst, 2 speed axle. Call
after 5 pm, 753 1358. 
FOR SALE: K Gleaner
combine. Call 382-2327.
1964 MODEL 4000 FORD
tractor with 2 row cultivator,
call 753 1358  after
NINE MONTH old, 245
Massey Ferguson tractor,
deluxe with all accessories
including hydrolic unit, 114
hours same as new. Also 101/2
foot Tufline wheel disc, same
as new Contact Howard












greenhouse, used one year.
Call 753-8254.
WILL SHARE- rent and
expenses in comfortable 3
bedroom brick house in
Mayfield. Call Rick, 247 0419.
26. TV-RADIO
TAKE UP payment on 25
inch color t.v. under
warranty. 753-7575.
21. MOB. HOME SALES
1972, TWO BEDROOM, gas,
furnished, very nice. 7534074
or 753- 1877.
IS. MOB. HOME RENTS
FOR SALE or rent 1972 12'
X 65', 3 bedroom trailer,
complete with carpet. 753-
6764.
TRAILER FOR rent. Dill's
Trailer court, located
Murray Drive Inn theatre
entrance. See Brandon Dill.





southside of court- niearer.
Formerly Children's
Space DOW available. For
details contact, Don Overby,
Murray, 76142112.
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753-3018
after 5 pm. 
32. APTS. FOR RENT
ONE BEDROOM un•
furnished apartment, heat
and water furnished. $100 per
month, plus deposit. Call 753-
4083.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
AVAILABLE MARCH 1st, 3
bedroom house, located in
Stella. 753-5562 after 6 pm. 
FOR RENT: luxury home.
$250 per month, no pets. Call
753-8333.







DUROC BOARS for sale,
also Yorkshire and Duroc
cross. 437-4666
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
21 FEEDER PIGS for sale.
436 2555
34. PETS-SUPPLIES.
FOR SALE: AKC registered
Cocker Spainel, 12 years old,
buff, male, in-door cloia
Loves children 5 years and
older. Call 753-2374 after 5
pm.
KEESHAND PUPPIES. AK-
C, 6 week d, Alaskan type
dog, silgefr and black Call
753-3520.
REGISTERED FRENCH
Poodles, puppies, $75 Also,





beautiful setting. Lush shade
trees surround your home.
The interior includes 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, beamed
ceilings In kitchen-den
combination. See before it is
too late, located west of
Murray. Call 753-1492.
Offered by Loretta Jobs
Realtors.
AN UNDISTURBED natural
setting ideally sets the scene
for building a home with
walkout basement. The 3
rolling acres situated on a
knoll is located on paved
road east of city. Here it








With The Friendly Touch.
OFF WITH THE OLD
& ON WITH THE




-rm., dining rm., kit-
chen with range,
refrigerator, disposaL
'2% acres,' barii,- greal
for horses. ONLY
$32,900. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
1.1A limited number of dealerships available for full
line of Energy Conservation Products. Training
included for Foam Insulation, Cellulose Spray-On
nsulation, Solar Systems, Attic Fans, Etc. All
products qualify for tax rebates. Write: All
American Energy Company, 435 Ivyland Road, P.




With The Friendly Torch.'
COMING HOME TO
302 N. 17th St., will be a











105 N. 12th St.
HOUSE AND shop building
on approximately five and
ane half acres only $00' from
Kentuay- in Cypress Creek
area. Property is desirable
for development for cottages
or trailers. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
Sycamore St. 753-0101.
43. R eaLy STATE 
FOR SALE 42 plus acret
about 2 mites north off
Coldwater 40 acres good
bottom land, 30 acres timber.
Possesion with deed. Only
$24,500- Galloway Realty, 522
Main Street. Phone 753-5642.
171,. ACRES ON 121 South,
3910 miles from Murray For
further information, call











property is not far






105 N. 12th St.
DEALERSHIPS NOW AVAILABLE
IN YOUR AREA
Enjoy Financial Independence insulating
America's Under Insulated Homes. Spray foam
insulation in Old & New Construction. Factory
Training & Materials bought direct from
Manufacturer. Free flight, lodging & training. Act
now for this ground floor opportunity in this High
Profit Business. Investment secured with inventory
& Protected Territory. Financing Available. Call or
write (24 hours) Pacific Chemicals International,
714) 541-3388, 510 W. Chapman Ave., Orange, CA.
92668.
Warm cold rooms?
NMS la saw dollars.
The older the lio-use, the harder it is to heat. And even if
your house is only a few years old, you could be wasting .
a lot of energy and dollars because of inadequate in-
sulation.
Let Us Save You Money
Call Jackson Purchase
Insulation
We specialize in both
fiberglass 8 cellulose.
759-1820 247-8986 Collect
Make Money By Saving!
1. How can you make money?
ANS: You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are gathering
dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
2. How can you save money?
ANS: You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified ad
department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of February to sell all those Items you
have gathered together.
--3.Hew-goorl alausiness person are you?
ANS: You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the Classified
Pages of The Ledger & Times during the month of February. Every fourth day your classified ad will
ran FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth day.
Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular customer
of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for February you will automatically
receive the benefits from this sale.
4. What are the details of this sale?
ANS: The sale is open to everyone:
The Sale is open to everyone, for every
sestion on the.. classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
Ads must run three consecutive days.
v No changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first.
No rebate wili be given if ad is cancelled before ex-
piration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
















5. What do you gain from this sale?
ANS: YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read section
of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save Is determined only by the amount of advertisio,,
you decide to do.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:





































tHINK COUNTRY! If you're
herd of being cooped up in
the city!! Plenty of room to
*am-nestle your home
prnong the trees on this 100
acre tract., row crop 55 acres
and have cattle on the other
45 priced to sell! Call 753-




South 17th at Sycamo,.
TELEPHONE 753-1951
Approximately five
years old is the age of
the house in New Con-
cord for $16,500.00.
Two bedrooms, car-
pet, storm doors and
'windows. Half
basement. With less
than $10,000.00 you can
take over 8% loan or
buy outright for
quoted price.
.,TWO BARGAINS in lower
priced houses at 5th and
4>ine, a good wellkept large
ouse with two newly
enovated and carpeted
:complete apartments plus
two upstairs bedrooms for
only $26,500. At 412 N 5th a
Large, solid, livable three
,bedroom for only 57,950. Both
wners want offers. Call C.O.
Bondurant Realty, 753-9954
litr 753-3460. -
43,  REAL ESTATE 
ell or Trade Anything
ARE T E
  43. REAL ESTATE
Listiee of No loaf Woe
ake3scesi MI6 brisk eia
*apiece beatelster. Cam-
tral haal & air & salts la-
salatioa 8w sem servissi
located am Calisatar wd
priced te sal al only $45,5116.
Jelin Smith, Ilealter
753-7411
FARM, 48 ACRES, more or
less, in Mt. Carmel area, 30
acres tenable, ap
proximately .7 acre tobacco
base. For more information,
call Purdon 8. Thurman Real
Estate, 753-4451, 
Don't Wait
Until you see an ad in
the paper. We may have
exactly what you are
looking for. We are
members of multiple
listing service and can
show you property listed
with any realtor in
Murray. You are under.
no obligation when you
talk to us.












Just on the market,
and located 5 miles




includes lovely 3 acre
wooded building site, 2
ponds, tobacco base,
and 9 acres of private
pastureland for those
horses you've always
wanted. Over 500 feet
at blacktop road fron-
tage. Finest 15 acre
tract we've seen on the
market in the past
couple of years. Don't
let this opportunity
pass, phone Kopperud






Ferry Morse Seed Co., Inc.
( 1 Block E i f455B Fulton, K y .
25 
Auioi 
NOTE: These are the best conditioned and lowest mileage automobiles
we have ever offered for sale at Public Auction. YOU are invited to inspect
these fine automobiles anytime between 11:00 A.M. and 12:30 P.M. day of
Sale.
REGISTER for free drawings. In case of bad weather, sale will be held inside.
TERMS: Cash or good personalized check. Complete settlement day of sale.
10- 1975 Chevy Window Vans•
4 - 1975 Ford Window Vans
3 - 1974 Ford Window Vans
4-1975 Ford Station Wagons
2- 1974 Ford Station Wagons
1 - 1973 Ford Station Wagon
1- 1972 Ford Station Wagon
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
Mr. Jerry Cox, Plant Comptroller
Ferry Norse Seed Co. 472-3400 Fulton, Ky,
Or












43. REAL ESTATE  1 u  REAL ESTATE
NICE SMALL home near the
University on North 18th
Street. Ideal for starter home
or empty nest couple. Two
bedrooms, abestes siding. A
little clean-up and fix-up for
  real enjoymenV $26,750. BY
I
appointment only. Fenced
baciLyaret. John C. Neubauer,
.1111- Sycamore Street, phone
753-0101. Oatman Farley, 753.
Purdom & Thurman






Nice 3 bedroom home
on North 641. This neat
home has a lot of ex-
tras for only $22,500.




drive and a large lot
122 x 396. Call Kop-
perud Realty 753-1222






THE "DRIVE BY Sand Be
Back's" saw $1 last week.
Still waiting for a serious
buyer. 39 acre farm South of
Lynn Grove. 2.29 acre
tobacco base with barn.
Small house A good buy at
547,00131., Jahn C.- Neubauer,
1111 Sycamore Street phone








Brand new 3 bedroom,
2 bath brick home with
central heat and air,
situated en 34 acre lot.
Located northwest of
Murray, and priced in
the upper 30's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for courteous and
competant real estate
service.
49. UMW CARS 
1978 CAMARO, sky blue, air,
AM-FM tape. 15000 753-6764. 
1976 CUTLASS, T TOP, AM-
FM tape, 5 way power seats
and windows, loaded, WOO.
753-6764. 
1978 CADILLAC COUPE
deVille, silver, black vinyl
top, black Interior, 22,000
miles, $11950. Call 753-9460. 
1978 COUGAR, SOLID white,
11,000 miles. Call 753-1272
between 8 am and 6 pm, ask
,for Dean. 
1973 DATSUN, 1971 Datsun,
1968 Chevrolet pickup, 1972
Chevrolet Impala, 1971






$04 So. 1201 St.
USED TRUCKS
197a CJ5 JEEP. 14,000 miles,
power steering. V8'304, 409
gears, heavy duty cooling
system, battery, and
alternator, AM-FM 8 track,
warn 4 ton remote control
winch, roll bar padding, air
shocks all around. Call 753
0188. 
1972 FORD PICKUP custom,
automatic. 436-2555. 
FOR SALE: 1978 Jeep CJ 7,
soft top, 304 VI, 3 speed, AM-
FM 8 track, 9,030 miles
Phone 436-2336 mornings. 
1947 INTERNATIONAL
PICKUP, VI, 3 speed, short
bed, $400. Call 436-5471 after 6
pm.
/ 1974 SPORT BRONCO, 19,000
r 'original miles, power
steering, automatic V8,
$4600. 1-(901) 642-4245. 
1973 801 new
tires, ra I n. 492-
8648. 
1970 MAVERICK, 2-door




wagon, air, automatic, nice,
5695. 753-1818 after 5 pm. 
1971 PLYMOUTH SPORT
Suburban, 9 passenger
station wagon with rack,
needs transmission, $300.
Phone 753-6082 after 5 pm. 
1977 THUNDERBIRD,
power brakes and steering,
AM FM tape, tilt wheel,
cruise, electric seats, win
doves, door lock and trunk.
Call 753-0370 after 5 pm. 




SR-5:11ft boa, 5-speed, air,
753-5705. 
1977 TOYOTA CELICA, 5-
speed, AM FM stereo, air.
753-8706. 
1978 VW RABBIT, tape deck,
ac, like new, $4000. I nouire at
Riveria Courts.
50. USED TRUCKS 
1974 CHEVROLET
CHEYENNE Super, 2 wheel
drive, $2300 1975 Chevrolet
custom deluxe 4-wheel drive,
54000. 753 4112 ask for
Robert. 
1965 DODGE PICKUP truck,
very good condition. Price:
5500. Call 753-8283.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
ASSUME VA loan, 91,4 per
cent, Lakeway Shores, 2
bedroom frame, 900 square
feet, on lot and 1/2. $3500
equity, 436-2283. No realtors 
BRICK HOUSE, 3 bedrooms,
family room, 2 full baths,
near University. 753-5791 or
'3J-2649 
47. MOTORCYCLES 
1978 YAMAHA 650 special,







Saturday, February 10, 1979 10 A.M.
Rain or Shine
At The FAIRGROUNDS - MAYFIELD, KY.
If you have machinery for sale or if you are in the need of
some good used machinery, then mark your calendar now and
plan to attend this auction.
This auction is being sponsored by the Mayfield Graves
County Parks. Gillium Guthrie director.
Already consigned is a good selection of good clean late
model tractors, plows, discs, cultivators, planters and field
equipment. Also a good selection of grain trucks, combines,
hay and silage equipment, plus some light industrial equip-
ment.
*a The auction company will have a representative on the
grounds Thursday and Friday prior to the auction to unload and
check in your machinery.
Consign you/ surplus
machinery to this sale A good
place for buyer and seller to
meet'
TERMS: Strictly cash. cashier's check or ap-
proved check - no exceptions!
WE WELCOME YOU AS A BUYER, SELLER OR VISITOR
For further information concerning the auction contact
Gillium Guthrie •
Mayfield Graves County Parks Direttor
Office Phone...247-0049 Home...247-01 70
* , James R
Phone 




You'll Like Doing Business With One
Of The Nation's Leading Farm Machinery Neiman




PENNTRILE TOURS FOR 1978
TOUR A - Apfil 7-15 - EDUCATIONAL TOUR COMPLM MUSS
it9t-RAY - - -
TOUR I - Apri 20-26 - TRAILS Of HISTORY IN THE settmcntist
ABIEVILLE, N.C. MAMMON, SAVANNAS, ATLANTA
TOUR C - May 17.20 - HOLLAND, MICHIGAN TULIP FESTIVAL,
TIM LARGEST FESTIVAL IN THE U.S.
TOUR 0 - Miry 25-28 - NEW YORK THEATRE TOUR (AIR)
TOUR E - hatas 2-11 - MACKINAC ISLAND AND LAKE SUPERIOR
CHICLE
TOUR F - lytta 15-311 - GALA HAWAII TOUR (AIR)
TOUR 6 - My 7-23 - CALIFORNIA AND THE GOLDEN WEST
TOUR N - lily 211-Aag. 12 - NEW ENGLAND STATES AND EASTERN
CANADA
TOUR I - Aug. 11-29 - COLORADO ROCKIES
TOUR J - Sept. 26-00. 6 - NEW ENGLAND IN THE FALL
TOUR K - flel. 848 - SAME
TOUR I - ed. 26-28 - GREAT SMOKEY MOUNTAINS AMU
OIEROKEI, N.C.
TOUR M - lac 542, 1980 - SEVEN DAY arum FROM SAN JUAN,
PUERTO 11C0
1 Day Tomn
Sept. I, 1971 - OPEITLAND
Dec. 8, 1979 - CNEEKWOOD AND APULIA MEAD MANSION, NASH•
YELL!, TENN,
For Inforroation and drothows, Wats or Cali
MRS. RUTH BUCK WOOD
203 South 8th St.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
753-2827 after 5:00 p.m.
MN moss so USN KUM MOTOR COACNISIMIll A PPttrCial
WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS °FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
'HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
'LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
°HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS





FToored and ready. Up to 12 24. Also barn style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home ort•ons!and patios, or U'
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
r 60 Buy the best for less
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
1978 3.4 TON CHEVROLET,




WINTER white sale. Prices
reduced on all travel trailers
and pop ups through
February 15. This means
prices you won't believe.
White's Camper Sales,
located on Highway 94 East,
753-0605.
52. BOATS & MOTORS 
1970 135 HP MERCURY
outboard with power trim,
excellent condition. Call 753-
4392 after 6 pm. 
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
BYARS BROTHERS & Son. 
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-








and efficient service. Custom




or dry cleaning. Free scotch
gourd. Call Lee's Carpet
Cleaning. 753,5827. 
CAN'T GET those small lobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436-
2562 after 5 pm. 
DRIVEWAYS, WHITE
rocked and grated, free
estimates, call Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after 4 pm. 
FENCE SAL:ES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for






spec if ications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates. 
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown




Tennessee Insulation, Rt. 7
Box 258, Murray, KY 42071.
(502) 435-4527. 
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates. 
MARY KAY Cosmetics, for
tree facials or supplies call
Evelyn Willie, 759,1867. 
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753-8170. 
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now. all oak- US-rick. Call







PIANO TUNING and repair.





shingles, water proofing and -
mobile homes. 15 years
roper ience. Call 4354173. 
ROOFING. excellent
references. Call 753 1186
between 7 am and 3:30 Pm,
ask for Shelley. 
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaron,
teed. Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A, Paducah, KY
42001, Or call day or night 1-
442-7026. 
WILL DO housework. Call
7534590 
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, all
kinds of repairs around the
home. Call 753-2211. 
SA. FREE COLUMN 
FREE PUPPIES, half cotlie




musclans to form counttr
rock bond. Only persons
se_riousry-interested in a good'
band and good pay need
apply. Ask for Dennis, 759
1200, 7 to 3, Monday through












NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Fridai 7: 34:oon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
MCI HAIR CUT 51.50 PRICE SHAVE 5I.21
For hospital & house calls please call 753-3685 one
day in advance.
a Start The New Year
Off Right






Save Hundreds of dollars during the
1st of the year clearance sale
Over 100 Homes in Stock
To Choose From In
12 & 14 wide and double wides
There is no tight money at Morris. We have
local bank financing available.
Now is the time to buy, Morris is the place, the
money is available, the price the lowest ever
and the selection better than ever.
See
Jerry Morris or George Stovall -
527-8322
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OFF OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES ON








Limit Rights Reserved Acres Of Frei Parking
Equal Opportunity Employer
*EXCEPT SHOES & PHARMACY ITEMS & CIGARETTES
Murray, Ky.
753-8777
1
QUANTITY
tt*N# 
RIGHTS
NO • 
RESERVED
WiLVOI NO LAYAWAY
NO, RAINCHECKS
NO DEALER ..SALES
KING OF VALUES
^
di.
